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CHAPTER- I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Preliminaries. 

The subject of intersection graphs has been an important 

area of study for the last three decades. Given a family of 

sets, each assigned to a vertex, the intersection graph of 

the family of sets has an edge between two of these vertices 

iff the corresponding sets intersect. Interval graphs form a 

class of intersection graphs and have a long and rich 

history. They arose from purely mathematical considerations 

by Haji:)s [1957], and independently from <;!. problem of 

genetics by the Noble prize winner, Benzer [1S59]. A special 

issue of Discrete Mathematics [1985] is:· devoted to the 

' 
deduction of significant new results on interval grapp_s and 

other related classes of graphs. For an overview of this 

issue one may consult th~ paper by Golurnbic 11985].-The idea 

of studying intersection graphs of boxes, spheres and other 

geometrical objects was introduc(3d by Hadwiger, DeBrunner 

and Klee [1964]. 'fhis idea was subsequently developed by 

Roberts [1969a, 1969b, 1976] where he took boxes and cubes 

in the Euclidean space Rn as his objects. There have also 

been a number of variants of intersection graphs. The 

present chapter of this dissertation defines most of thes~ 

variants and sumnarizes them in order to provide the 
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Sec. 1.1 

background material for this dissertation. 

In our thesis, we start with directed graphs· and wish to 

represent a directed graph in terms of . intersection of 

certain families of objects. While a lot of work has been 

done on various aspects, viz., characterization, recognition 

algorithm and intersection parameters such as interval 

number, boxici ty, cubici ty and sphericity and many other 

parameters of intersection graphs, practically no 

significant work has been done on directed graphs f.rom the 

perspective of intersection representation. Since undirected 

graphs are special types of directed graphs, the problem of 

finding an analogous and natural translation of the theory 

of intersection graphs along with its abundant literature to 

directed graphs is very well worth investigating. Directed 

graphs having intersection representation will be termed 

int.:e;.rsect ion dieraphs, a.n.d will be seen to be the natural 

analogue of intersection graphs.Beineke and Zamfirescu[l982] 

first introduced this idea under the name connection 

die:raphs in the context of p~·oving certain results on the 

line graph of a graph. 

In the second chapter, we study interval digraphs, which are 

intersection digraphs of ~ntervals on the real line. In this 

chapter, we shall give several characterizations of interval 

2 



Sec. 1.1 

digraphs analogous to the results of interval graphs. One 

such characterization will require the notion of Ferrers 

digraphs and the Ferrers dimension of a digraph. The Ferrers 

.dimension of a digraph is the minimum number of Ferrers 

digraphs whose intersection is the given digraph. We will 

see in this characterization how the complement.. of an 

interval digraph can be decomposed into two Ferrers 

digraphs. 

Depending upon the decomposition of the complement of an 

interval digraph into two Ferrers digraphs, we introduce in 

the third chapter, the notion of interior edges of these two 

Ferrers digraphs and show how these interior edges are 

related to in·terval digraphs. 

In the fourth chapter, we introduce the notion of 

circular-arc digraphs. · We first rephrase our characte

rizat.ion of interval digraphs in a way that leads to a 

natural characterization of circular-arc digraphs. A 

circular-arc digraph is characterized in terms of· the 

generalized circular ones property. This characterization 

is closely related to Tucker's [1971] characterization of 

circular-arc graphs. 

S1nce the area we study is virtually a new one we leave many 

questions unresolved and unanswered. In conclusion, we 

3 



Sec. 1.1 

pose some of the problems that, come naturally as we proceed 

alongwith the important question of complexity. 

Given a graph G(V,E), V = V(G) will denote its vertex set 

and E = E(G) will denote its edge set. 

A graph H is a subgt•aph of a graph G(V,E) if V(H)c, V(G) and 

E(H)c E(G). The graph G is then said to contain H. A 

subgraph H will be said to be a generated subgraph or an 

t nd'uced S?.J.beraph of G if V (H) c V (G) and two vertices x and 

y are adjacent in H iff. they are adjacent in G. The 

subgraph His then said to be induced or generated by V(H). 

The complement G(V,E) of a graph "G(V,E) has the same vertex. 

set V and two vertices are adjacent iff they are not 

adjacent in G. A set of vertices in a graph G is said to be 

an independent ~ (or a stabl.e set) of vertices if no tv1o 

vertices in ·the set are adjacent. 

A bipartite graph is a graph G(V,E) whose vertex set V can 

be partitioned into two disjoint sets V 
0 

and V
1 

such that 

every edge of G joins V
0 

with V
1

• A complete bipartite graph 

( CBG) is a bipartite graph G such that G contains every 

possible edge between V
0 

and ~· A complete bipartite 

subgrapb <CBS) of a graph G is a subgraph B of G such that B 

4 



Sec. 1.1 

is itself a complete bipartite graph. A com..pl.ete m.-pr:t.rti.te 

eraph of a graph G can be similarly defined. 

A graph G ( V, E) is a threshold graPh if there exists a 

threshold assignment [a; t] consisting of a labelling a of 

·the vertices by non-negative integers and an irAteger 

threshold t such that for a subset X of V 

X is stable ~ E a(x) s t 
xeX 

A directed graph (or digraph) D(V.E) consists of a finite 

nonempty set V of points together with a collection E of 

ordered pairs of poin·ts. For a digraph D( V, E), ar1 edge uv eE 

is represented by a line segment between u and v with an 

arrow directed from u to v. All throughout, we assume that a 

digraph may have loops but, no multiple edges. 

The converse D' (V,E') of a digraph D(V,E) has the same 

vertex set 1 V and an edge uv is in D' if and only if t.he edge 

vu is in D. 

The successor ~ of a vertex v is the set of vertices u 

such that vu is an edge of the digraph D(V,E). The 

predecesso,J:,' set of a vertex v is the set of vertices u such 

that uv is an edge of the digraph D(V,E). 

A digraph D(V,E) is a Ferrers digraph if for every 

x,y,z,w e V, 
xy, zw e E ~ xw or zy e E. 

5 



Sec ~.1 

The adjacency matrix A(D) = (a .. ) of a digraph D(V,E) with n 
lJ 

vertices is a nxn matrix , where 

a .. 
lJ = { 1, if v.v. E E 

1. J 

0, otherwise 

The augmented adjacency matrix A*(D) of a digraph D(V,E) is 

the adjacency matrix A(D) = (ai..j) ·together with au = .1. 

Other definitions on graph theory will be given as and when 

needed through01.;rt, the chapters. For background materials on 

graph theory one is referred to · Harary [ 1969 J, Roberts 

[1976] and Golumbic [1980]. 

1.1.. a. Not.at.ions. 

In general any graph theoretic notation is that of Harary 

[1969]. For convenience, the most frequently used notations 

are listed here. 

G(V,E) 

D(V,E) 

Adj X 

H s D 

K 
n 

5 

H(D) 

lxJ 
fxl 

A graph whose vertex set is V and edge set is E 

A digraph with vertex set V and edge set E 

The set of all vertices adjacent to x 

H is a subdigraph of D 

A complete graph with n vertices 

Complement of D 

A graph associated wi·th D 

Union of H:! and H
2 

Intersection of H~and H
2 

Greatest integer less than or equal to x 

Least integer greater than or equal to x 

6 



1.2.. Intersection graphs. 

Given a finite family of sets ¥. a graph G(V,E) is an 

intersection graph of the family :Jt if there exists a 

function S that assigns to each vertex v e V(G) a set Sve ~ 

such that for all u,v e V(G), 

uv e E ~ 

Note that Su and Sv may be equal even if u OZ! v. The first 

obvious question that arises in this connection is "Is 

every graph an intersection graph of some family of sets 

Narczewski [1945] answered this question 

affirmatively. On the oth~r hand one ma.Y specify the types 

of families of sets and then ask under what conditions a 

graph may be an intersection graph of families of sets of 

this type. A large part of this vast topic of intersection 

graphs is devoted to answering this question for specific 

types of families of sets. An excellent introduction to the 

theory and problems of intersection graphs may be found in 

Golumbic [1980]. 

We introduce in Chapter II, the notion of intersection 

digraphs analogous to undirected intersection graphs. Given 

a family~ of ordered pairs of subsets (S ,T ) of a set X, a 
v v 

digraph D(V,E) is an intersection digraph of the family 

when there is a one-one correspondance 

7 



between V and ;Jt and uv -= E iff the corresponding sets have a 

non-empty intersection. 

Naturally, as in the case of undirected graphs here also the 

question arises :"Is every digraph an intersection digraph?'" 

and we will answer to this question again in the 

affirma·t.ive. Here also one may start tvith specific types of 

sets and search for finding conditions under which a digraph 

can be represented as an intersection digraph of a family 

taken from these sets. A large part of our thesis mainly 

centers round answering these questions where the sets are 

intervals on real line and arcs on a circle. 

1 o 3. Interval graphs. 

1.3.1. lnterva~ graphs and their appLications. 

A:n interval graph is the intersection graph of a family of 

intervals on the .real line. The intervals .rnay be open, 

closed or half-open. This idea was first introduced by 

Hajos [1957]. Again, at. about the same time, during the 

investigation of the fine structure of the gene, the 

well-known molecular biologist Benzer [1959] introduced 

independently the same . idea of interval graphs. It can 

easily be shown that not every graph is an interval graph. 

So the question arises, under what, conditions can one 

associate to each vertex v of a graph an interval Iv of the 

8 



Sec. 1.3 

real line such that 

uv e E 

Benzer [1959] posed the question "Are the subelements 

wi th~n the gene arranged in a linear order ?., By making 

recombination tests of the mutation of the gene, he 

determined over lap data on the mutations, that is, whether 

or not the substructures of the corresponding mutation 

overlap. If we define a graph G whose vertices are the 

substructures s·tudied in the tests and whose edges are pairs 

of overlapping substructures, then G is an interval graph 

iff the substructures can be linearly arranged. He found he 

did have interval graphs. 

Since that time interval graphs have been used in many 

diverse areas such as psychology, archeology, management 

sciences, computer science, ecology etc. For instance, 

interval graphs hC~.ve been used in seriation using overlap 

data, by Kendall [1963,1969a,b,1971a,b,c] Hubert [1974] and 

Skrien [1980] in archaeology, and by Coombs and Smith [1973] 

in developmental psychology, Roberts [1976,1978b,1979c], 

Stoffers [1968] and Opsut and Roberts [1980] used interval 

graphs in arriving at solutions to general traffic phasing 

problems. Another general type of problem whose solutions 

have incorporated the interval graph is that of fleet 

maintenance (Golumbic [1980], Opsut and Roberts [1980]). 

9 



Still another application of interval graphs is to the 

frequency assignment problem.. This problem is exactly 

analogous to the fleet maintenance problem and is studied, 

among others, by Gilbert [1972], Pennotti [1976] and Opsut 

and Roberts [1980]. 

Since every graph is the intersection graph of some family 

of sets :7", one might ask just how likely is it that a graph 

is an interval graph. Cohen et. al. [1979], using exact 

analysis, asymptotic theory and .tvlonte Carlo simulation, 

·estimated the probability of a random graph to be an 

interval graph. 

1. 3. a. Some charact-erizat-ions of in.t.erval graphs .. 

In 1957, Hajos [1957] showed t,hat interval graphs are 

necessarily triangulated graphs. A graph is a triangulated 

graph (or a chordal graph} if every cycle of length strictly 

greater than 3 possesses a chord. With the help of this 

result, Lekkerkerker and Boland [1962] first characterized 

interval graphs by defining an asteroidal triple. A 

collection of three pairwise non- adjacent vertices v 1 ,v2,v3 

of a graph G is called an asteroidal triple of the given 

graph G, if for each pair v 1 , v j ( i~ j) there exists a path 

joining them, such that none of its vertices is adjacent to 

the third vertex vk (k = i,j). Fig.l.l. shows two graphs 

10 



Sec. 1.3 

each with an asteroidal triple v 1 ,v~,v~. "" .j 

v, 

Fig.1.1. 

Theorem 1.1. [Lelrkerkerker Boland, 1962]. A eraph G is em 

interual. eraph if and on.l.:y if G is a tr1:ane,v.l.ated :graph and 

contains no asteroidal. tripl.e. 

In that paper, they again provided a complete set of 

forbidden subgraphs for interval graphs. Actually, theY 

proved the following 

11 



Sec. 1.3 

Theor-em 1 • 2: .. A :zraph G is an. in t ~r?.>a l. era ph if an.d on. i. y if 

G con.t.ains none of the forbidden. sv.beraphs of Fie. 1. 2. as an. 

i n.dv.ced S?J.b:-graph. 

, , ' 
' ' 

Fig.1.2. 

Another characterization of 

Gilmore and Hoffman [1964] 

interval graphs was given by 

in which they relate interval 

graphs to another grapp, known as comparability graph. 

12 



Sec. 1.3 

A digraph is transltiye if whenever there is an arc from u 

t.o v and an arc from v to w, u 01! w, there is an arc from u 

to w. An orientation of a graph G is an assignment of a 

direction to each of the edges of the graph to get a 

digraph. A graph has a transitive orientation if there· is 

an orientation of its edges so that the resulting digraph is 

transitive. Graphs which have transitive orientatio:ris are 

sometimes called comparabili t:v graphs. 'f.hey have been 

characterized by Ghouila-Houri [1962] and Gilmore-Hoffman 

[1964]. 

Theorem.1.3 ~ilmore-Hoffman. 1964] An undirected graph G 

is an '~nterval. eraph. if and onl.:y if G is triane·ulated and 

its compl.ement G is a comparabil.ity graph. 

A clique of a g1:.·aph is a set of vertices which form a 

complete induced subgraph. A clique is called maximal if it 

is not contained in any larger clique of the graph. An 

ordering K;. , K?, ... , K of maximal cliques 
,.. - n 

for p < q < r and for any vertex v ·that 

is co;r....secut i ve 

belongs to K 
p 

if 

and 

K v belongs to K . 
r' ~ 

If G is a graph, its vertex maximal 

clique incidence matrix M = (m.) is the matrix whose 
1..,1 

rO'rlS 

and columns correspond to the vertices and the maximal 

cliques respectively of the graph and 

13 



Sec. 1. 3 

{ 
1, if the i-th vertex e 
0, otherwise 

the j-th column 

A matrix is said to have consecutive ~ Bropertv ~ ~ 

if it is possible to permute the columns of the matrix so 

that ones in each row appear consecutively. Fulkerson and 

Gross [1965] gave an efficient algo1·ithln to test whether a 

(0,1) matrix has this propert:v·or not. Ryser [1969] also 

studied consecutive ones property and certain 

generalizations. 'I'ucker [1972] has characterized · the 

consecutive ones problem in terms of forbidden 

configurations. Note that the vertex-maximal clique 

incidence matrix has the consecutive ones property for rows 

if and only if G has an ordering of the maximal cliques that 

is consecutive. 

Theorem 1. 4. [Fulkerson and Gross, 1965] . A er-a.ph G i.s an 

inter-val. :graph if an.d onl.y if its vertex-maximal. cl. iq.ue 

inc~~dence matrix has the consecut i?.Je ones propert-y for ro"~J>s. 

Mirkin [1972] also obtained a characterization of the 

interval graphs in te:t·ms of the augmented adjacency matrix 

of the graph. A matrix is said to be quasi- diagonalizable 

if for simultaneous row and column permutations;> consecutive 

ones appear in each row, starting at the main diagonal. 

14 



Sec. 1.3 

Theorem 1.. 5. [l•1irkin, 1972]. A eraph is an. in.terva..l. era.ph if 

and onl.y il 1~ ts auemented adjacency m.atrix is quasi-

diargonal.i-zabl.e. 

Smadici [1987] defined a set N(G) corre~ponding to a graph G 

as the set of all edges of G with the property that for each 

end vertex of such an edge there exists a vertex adjacent to 

it and non -adjacent to the other end vertex. He then used 

this notion to obtain yet another characterization of an 

interval graph. 

Scheinerman [1988] introduced t~w equivalent models of 

random interval graphs. ·several results about the number of 

edges, degrees, chromatic number and other indices of almost 

all interval graphs were also established. 

Booth and Lueker [1976) used the Fulkerson and Gross [1965] 

characterization to get a linear time algorithm [Sec. 1. 5] 

to recognize an interval graph. 

Theorem 1. 6. [Boot•h-Lueke.r, 1976] Interval rgraphs can be 

recoenized in l. inear· t im!S'. 

This recognition method was based on the general consecutive 

arrangement problem, which is as follows : Given a finite 

set X and a collection ~ of subsets of X, does there exist a 

. permutation n: on X in which the members of each subset H e .M. 

appear as ·a consecutive subsequence of rc '? The consecutive 

107198 
15 
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Sec. 1. 3 

arrangement and consecutive ones problems are equivalent. 

In the interval graph problem, X is the set , of maximal 

cliques and ..M. = {M(v) lveV, whet•e l1(v) is the set of all 

· maximal cliques containing; v. All extensive survey of 

algori trunic aspects of comparability graphs and interval 

graphs will be found in Golumbic [1980] and ~ohring [1985]. 

1 9 3 .. 3 IntJerval gJ'aphs and i nt.erval orders . 

Fishburn [1970] and Mirkin [1970] introduced independently 

the concept of interval orders,. with the help of which they 

ob·cained several characterizations of interval graphs. 

A binary relation (A,P) is called an interval order if for 

all a,b,c,d e A the following condition hold ; 

(S~) P is irreflexive 

(S ) aPb and cPd ~ aPd or cPb. 
2 

Fishburn [1970] gave the following characterization of 

interval orders. 

Theorem 1 • 7. [Fishburn,l970]. A partial order ~V.P~ is 

an .. inter-'~.u:t.l. or-der if and only t:f the el.em.ente v e V cCJ.:n .. be 

represented b~l intervals I on the reai.. l in.e su.ch that.. 
?.) 

I l. 1: e.s en t ire~ v to the l. eft of I 
u - v 

He also proved the following : 

16 



Sec. 1.3 

Theorem 1, 8 .. [Fishburn, 19'70]. A par-t. ir:l..l. ·order ?~s- an 

ir:~terval order- if and on~y if it does not conta1~n. a subor-der 

isomorphic to F'~f3. 1. 3. 

I I. 
Fig. 1. 3 

. A relation (V, R) is known as Ferrers relati.Qn if the sets of 

successors S(v) = {u e V I vu e R}, v e V (or equivalently, 

the sets of predecessors P(v) = {u e V I uveR}, veV) are 

linearly ordered by inclusion. Mirkin [1970] called it 

quasi-linear relation. Interval orders can be completely 

characterized by Ferrers relations as shown by Mirkin 

[1970]. 

Theorem 1.9 .. [l1irkin, 1970]. An irrefl.ex?~'ue rel.at ion. is 

an interval order i..f and on~y if it ?~s a Ferrers rel.at ion. 

The digraphs corresponding to Ferrers relations are known as 

F~rrers digraphs. As our work is very much related to the 

theory of Ferrers digraphs, we shall discuss these digraphs 

in detail in Sec.1.9. Fishburn [1970] explored the close 

relationship between interval graphs and interval orders. 

For a given interval graph G, an interval order can be 

obtained from a transitive orientation of G, the complement 

of G; on the other hand the symmetric complement of a given 

interval order can be seen to _produce an· interval graph. 

17 



Sec 1.3 

These two results together s.how us how the two notions of 

interval graphs and interval orders are closely related. 

Theorem 1. 10. [Fishburn,1970]. A eraph GCV. E:> is an 

in.te.r·val. eraph if and oniy if there exists a binary rel.at ion 

- -:t 
Ron VCG.) sv.ch that CV.R.) is an in.teruo:Z. order and '£ =R.U R 

- -
~.~.~here GCV, '£) is the com.pl.em.en.t of t.h..e eraph G. 

For further reference on the relationship between interval 

graphs and interval order the recent ·paper by Trotter [1988] 

may be seen. 

i.3e4. Notions related to interval graphs. 

The solution of many real world problems are seen t.o depend 

on graphs which are either interval graphs or are related to 

interval graphs and so the scope of research in this area is 

widening regularly. In this section, a brief survey of 

several graphs relat.ed to interval graphs in a natural way 

are given. 

A well-known gereralization of interval graphs, introduced 

independently by Trotter and Harary [1979] and Griggs and 

West [ 1980], is to represent each point not by a single 

interval but. by a finite set of intervals. A graph is a 

t-interval graph if ·it is the intersection graph of, at 

18 



Sec. 1.3 

most, t-intervals on t.he real line. In particular. a double. 

interval graph is a graph which possesses an intersection 

representation of its vertices by two intervals. It can be 

easily seen that any graph is a t-in·terval graph for some t. 

So the natural parameter in studying multiple interval 

graphs is the interval number i(G) of a given graph G, 

defined as the least t for which the given graph G is a 

t-interval graph. For an interval graph. the interval number 

i(G) is 1. Nultiple interval graphs and interval numbers 

have also been studied by Griggs [1979], Harary and Kabell 

[1980], Scheinerman [1984,1985a,b] Erdos and \Vest [1985]. For· 

some specific graphs, interval numbers have been computed by 

Mathews and Trotter [1978],Hopkins and Trotter [1981], and 

Scheinerman and West [1983], Hopkins, Trotter and West 

[1984] and Thomas [1987]. 

Cozzens [1981] defined a cointerval graph as the complement 

of an interval graph and gave a list of forbidden subgraphs 

characterizing cointerval graphs. Benzaken, Hammer and 

deWerra [ 1985] characterized the class of interval graphs 

whose complements are also interval graphs . They gave a 

short proof that. this class is equivalent to the class of 

split graphs with Dilworth m;unber at most 2. The Dilwort,h 

number of a graph G is the minimum k for which there exists 

a partition of the vertex set into k chains. A forbidden 

19 



Sec. 1.3 

subgraph characterization and a linear time recognition 

algorithm [Sec. 1. 5] were also presented for these graphs. 

Harary and HcMorria [1987] again studied the same problem of 

graphs and 

properties. 

complement 

bigraphs having interval and 

They showed that both a graph 

G are interval graphs iff G has 

cointerval 

G and its 

no induced 

subgraph isomorphic to any of a list of seven graphs. They 

also extended the question to bipartite graphs. 

Skrien [ 1984] characterized- those graphs whose line graphs 

ar~ interval graphs. The ..l..i..ru2 graph L(G) of .a graph.G is the 

intersection g'raph of the family of edges of G. Skrien and 

Gimble [1985] cal+ed an interval graph ql homogeneously 

representable if for every vertex v t.here exists an interval 

representation of G in which the interval represent.ing v . is 

the left-most ( o:t· right-most) interval. They proved that an 

interval graph is homogeneously representable if and only if 

it has no induced subgraph isomorphic to the graphs given by 

the following graphs : 

Fie. 1.4 
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An unbounded interval graph is the intersection graph of a 

family of halflir1es 
:1 

in R. Klavzar and Petkovs~k [1987] 

showed that unbounded interval graphs are precisely the 

triangulated graphs whose complements are bipartite. Further 

characterization in ter1ns of forbidden subgraphs were given. 

The intersection graph of a finite family of halflines in R
2 

which is simply a join of families of unbounded interval 

graphs we.re also characterized in te:t·ms of forbidden 

subgraphs. 

Fishburn [1984] studied the number of. interval lengths used 

in a representation of an interval order. Interval count of 

an interval graph is the minimum number of ·interval lengths 

in an int,erval representation .of the graph. Graphs with 

interval count 2 .~1ere studied by Lebowitz [1978] and Skrien 

[1984]. Fishburn and Graham [1985] studied the classes of 

int.erval graphs that arise when the lengths of the 

representing intervals are closed real intervals with 

lengths in [1,~]. 

Recall that for an interval representation ~ (I,.,) }v...::V of a 

graph G ( V, E) , an interval order ( V, P) can · be obtained by 

orienting · all the edges of the complementary graph G 

according to the following rule .. 
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Given an interval graph G(V,E), different interval 

representations of G will produce different interval order~. 

Fishburn [1985b] considered the number of inte1·val orders 

·that have the same interval graph. Those intex.·val graphs 

which have an essentially unique interval order ( V, P) were 

characterized in two ways. The first follows from. Banlon•s 

[1982] analysis on counting interval graphs. In a very 

large pape.r, Hanlon extensively enumerated various sorts of 

interval graphs alongwi th unit interval graphs [sec. 1. 4] . 

The enumeration makes use of a structural decomposition of 

interv·al graphs which leads to a characterization of those 

interval graphs having a unique interval order 

representation. The second was given by Fishburn [1985b] 

which is based on an equivalence relation on ordered pairs 

of points in V. He also considered the problems of the 

·bounds on the lengths of the representing intervals, the 

number of distinct left end points that have to be used in a 

representation, and extremization problems for interval 

graphs and interval orders. 

In chapter-II, we study intersection representation of 

digraphs by a family of ordered pairs of intervals on the 

real 1 ine ' i . e . ' the in. t el"'tlQ z. di era phs. 
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1. 4~ Unit interval gJ'aphs. 

Unit interval graphs form a restricted class of interval 

graphs. A graph G is a .!JJ:!.it interval graph if it is the 

intersection graph of a set of closed intervals of unit 

length (like interval graphs, closedness and openness is not· 

arbitrary for unit interval graphs and we specify closed 

intervals). These graphs were characterized by Roberts 

[1969a] where he also showed that this class is equivalent 

to other two classes of graphs known as proper interval 

graphs and indifference graphs. 

A graph is a proper interval graph if it can be represented 

by a family of intervals on the real line such that no 

interval properly contains another. A graph G(V ,E) is an 

indifference graph if given 6 >0, there is an assignment l 

of real numbers to ·the vertices of G such that for all 

x,yeV, 
xy e E li<x>- /CY>I < 6. 

Apart from showing that these three classes of graphs are 

exactly the same, he also gave the following 

characterizations of a unit interval graph 

Theorem 1 e 11 • [Roberts~ 1969a]. A :era ph G i s a ·un. i t 

interval. eraph Ci.ndifjeren.ce eraph, proper interval. eraph::J 

1:j and onl.y if G is an interval graph and contains no 

as an in.d'uced s1.tbgraph. 

K 
:1,9 

Maehara [ 1980] also did some work on this class of graphs 
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under the name of time graphs, much of which was 

nevertheless anticipated by Roberts. 

Roychaudhuri [1987] defined the k-th power of a graph G as 

the graph Gk with the vertex set V(Gk) = ~v1 , •.. ,vn~ and the 

edge set E(Gk) such that, V.V. E E(Gk) iff the distance 
1. J 

d
0

(vi,vj) ~ k. She then proved that if d~-1 is an interval 

(respectively unit interval) graph then d< is an interval 

(respectively unit interval) graph. 

1.4.1. Semiorder 

In developing theoretical models for the measurement of 

preference, Scott and Suppes [1958] studied the following 

representation problem : Given a binary relation (A,P) and a 

positive number o, under what condition does there exist a 

real valued function I on the set A such that for all x,yeA, 

xPy f(x) > f(y) + 6 ? ............. ( 1) . 

They showed that the representable pairs (A, P) correspond 

precisely to the notion of semi order. A binary. relation 

(A, P) is called a sem.iorder if for all a,b,c,d E A, the 

following conditions hold : 

< s:l.) p is irreflexive 

(S ) 
2 

apb and cPd ::::0- aPd or cPb 

(S3) ·-·-aPb and bPc ~ aPe or cPd 

Note that a binary relation is a semiorder if and only if it 

is an interval or4er [sec. 1..3.] and SGttisf ies the condition 
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(8
3

). The concept of semiorder was originally introduced by 

Luce [ 1956] in a ra:ther different way. The definition given 

above is due to Scott and Suppes [1958]. They proved the 

following 

Theorem 1.1a. [Scott and Suppes, 1958]. lf A ts finite, 

then CA.PJ is represe)'"l..to:b~e in. the form. Cl:> if and onl.y if 

CA,PJ is a sem.iorder. 

As an immediate consequence of the celebrated Scott Suppes 

Theorem [195.8] on semiorder, Roberts obtained the following 

characterization of unit interval graphs. 

Theorem 1 .. 13. [Roberts, 1969a] 

in.d?.:fference eraph if and on.~y if there exists an 

orientation. P of the edees of the com.pl.em.en.tary eraph G such 

~hat P defines a sem.iorder on. V. 

Indifference graphs have applications in the frequency 

assignment problem. Another major application of 

indifference graphs is in solving problems in seriation 

[Hubert,1974]. The approach to seriation which uses overlap 

data is used in archaeology by Kendall [1969, 1971], in 

developmental psychology by Coombs and Smith [1973] and in 

organizing opinion data in political science. It is hoped 
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that indifference graphs will find lot of applicat.ions in 

the area of decision making i.e. to measure preference, 

utility, compatibility etc. 

Ducamp and Falmagne [ 1969] introduced a generalization of 

semiorder, called bisemiorder. A bisemiorder is a quadruple 

(S,E,R, T) where S and E are two sets and R and T are two 

relations on S •J E, R ~ S X E satisfying certain axioms ; it 

was shown that it is equivalent. to finding functions s: s~R 

and e ; E ~ R and two positive nwubers c.\_, 6
2 

{6,.,>6
2

) such 

that for all aeS, beE 

aRb 

aTb 

s{a) > e(b)' + 6 
1 

s(a) > e(b) + 6 . 

Cozzens and Roberts [1981] discussed double semiorder, 

considering a pair of binary relations P
1 

and P
2 

on the same 

set A and seeking necessary and sufficient conditions for 

the existence of a real valued function f on A and two 

positive numbers 6 ,6 (6 >6 ) so that for all x,y e A 
1 2 i 2 

xP Y 
:1 

xP y 
2 

/(x) > f(y) + 6 
1 

f(x) > /(y) + 6 
2 

For a graph theoretical version of the above problem, they 

again introduced the .notion or double indifference graph, a 

'· .. , mul tigraph of certain type, as an obvious analogue of an 

indifference graph. 
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1. 5. Efficiency ot.~ algori t.hms. 

An algorithm is a step by step procedure to solve a problem. 

The .t..i.r!.l§. coroplexi t·{ is a measure of time required to execute 

an algoritrua. The algorithm whose time complexity is bounded 

above by some polynomial P(n), where n is the input 

variable, is known as a polynomial ~ algorithm or 

efficien.t al:gor1~ thm.. The algorithms of othe.t· problems for 

which the . execution time increases exponentially with 

respect to n a.r:e known as exponential .t.im.e. algori thffis or 

in.efficr:ent ai.eori. thn'!S. A p.roblem which can be solved by a 

polynoroia,l time algorithm is called a tractable (or 

computat.. ion.al Z.y easy) problem. The class of these problems 

is denoted by P. A problem for which no efficient algorithm 

exists is an ..i.n:tractable problem and the class of these 

problems is denoted by NP, signifying a non-deterministic 

polynomj_al. The class NP includes all the problems of the 

class P i.e. P s NP. 

The theory of NP~completeness was initiated by Cook [1971] 

and after that Karp [1972] presented a large collection of 

NP-complete problems. These problems have the property that 

all known algorithms for solving them require exponential 

·time. This property imposes severel limitations on the size 

of the graph that can be handled by such a programme. What 

makes the NP-complete problems so important is that it has 
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been shown that these problems are either all tractable or 

all intractable [Cool{, 1971]. 'l'hat is, these problems have 

the property that if any one of them can be solved by a 

polynomial algorit.hm, then a polynomial algorithm exists for 

each of them, whereas if it can be proved that no polynomial 

algorithm is possible for any of them, then the same will be 

true for all of ·them. It is now conjectured that all 

NP-complete problems are intractable. 

The class NP-complete contains many classical problems, such 

as travelling salesman problem and the integer programming 

problem in operations research, vertex colouring problem in 

graph theory and the multiple copy file allocation problem 

in computer science. In fact, proving a problem is 

NP-complete says that the problem is just as hard as a large 

number of other problems that are widely recognized as being 

difficult. Indeed, the collection of NP-complete problems is 

growing regularly with time. A partial catalogue of these 

problems may be found in Garey and Johnson [1979] as well as 

a detailed description of the theory of NP-completeness. 

1. 6. Boxici ty1 · Cubici ty., an.d ot.her dimensions. 

Interval graphs have been generalized in several ways. One 

such generalization is an n-dimensional interval graph (or 

Box representation) of a graph, introduced by Roberts 
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[1969b]. This type of graph is the intersection graph of a 

family of boxes with sides parallel to the coordinate axes 

inn-dimensional Euclidean space Rn. Precisely, a~ in En 
n 

is then-cartesian product i.~i(Ji)' where Ji's are intervals 

(open, closed or half-open) on the real line. In the plane, 

a box is simply a rectangle .with sides parallel to the 

coordinate axes. It can easily be established that any graph 

G with n vertices is an _n-dimensional interval graph and 

consequently it becomes meaningful to find the least n, for 

which G is an in·tersection · graph of boxes in Rn. The 

boxicity of a graph G, denoted by b(G), is the smallest 

integer k such that G is representable as an intersection 

k graph of boxes in R • Note that . b(G) ::s; 1 iff · G is an 

interval graph. ·If every vertex of a graph can· be 

represented by one and the same real number, we say b(G):: 0 

iff G is a complete graph. Quest and Wegner [1990] gave a 

characterization of the graphs with b(G) :5 2, by means of 

the arrangements of zeros and ones in some special matrices 

attached to the graph. Roberts [1969b] showed that boxicity 

is well defined for each graph and a graph G with n 

vertices has boxici ty at most ln/2j. This result was 

rediscovered by Wittenshausen [1980]. Roberts [1969b] also 

observed that if n~l, a graph G is representable as ·the 

intersection graph of boxes in R~ if and only if G is the 

intersection or n interval graphs. The notion of boxici ty 
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has applications to problems of niche overlap in ecology 

[Cohen,1978], Roberts [1978b] arid to fleet maintenance 

problems in operation research [Opsut and Roberts,1980]. 

Recall that a pair of edges of a graph G is said to be 

independent if they have no vertices in common. An 

in.dependen . .'t set of edees is a set of edges, each pair of 

which is independent. Gabai [1974] presented a number of 

bounds on boxici ty. In particular, .he showed that if G 

contains an independent set of k edges as a generated 

subgraph, then b(G) ;;:.. k. After Gabai's work, very little was 

added to what was known about boxicity until Trotter [1979] 

characterized those graphs G on n vertices such that b(G) = 
L n/2J, 

Cozzens and Rober.ts [1983] showed that the problem of 

computing boxicity is NP-complete. They developed some 

techniques for computing boxicity which gi,ve useful bounds. 

They are based on the observation that b(G) 5 k if and only 

if there is an edge covering of G by subgraphs of G, each of 

which is a cointerval graph, the complement of an interval 

graph. 

Scheinerman [ 1984] proved that every plane.r graph has an 

intersection representation by sets, each of which is the 

union of t.wo boxes in t.he plane. Thomassen [ 1986) showed 

that. every planar graph .is the intersec·tion graph of a 
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collection of three dimensional boxes, with intersections 

occuring only in the boundaries of the boxes. 

The analogue to unit intervals in higher diminsional space 

is unit boxes with sides parallel to coordinate axes. The 

cubicitv of a graph G, denoted by c(G) is the least integer 
t

k such that G is the intersection graph of unit boxes in R-. 

Note that G is the intersection graph of unit boxes in Rk 

iff G is the intersection of k unit interval graphs. Kabell 

[1980] called a graph with cubicity k, a k-dimensional unit 

interval graph. Clearly, b(G)~ c(G), for if G is the 

intersection graph of unit 
k 

boxes in R , then it is the 

intersection graph· of boxes in Rk. Roberts [1969b] first 

introduced the notion of cubici ty and proved that cubici ty 

is well- defined for any graph G. In fact, he showed that if 

c (G) denotes the cubici ty of a graph G, then c (G) .::;; l2n/3 J , 
where n is the number of vertices in G. This upper bound is 

attained for p-parti te graph k( 3.:3, ... 3, i) where n = 3k + i, 

0:$ i:$ 2. Cozzens [ 1981] gave methods of calculating the 

cubicity of some classes of graphs. A detailed and excellent 

survey on all aspects of cubicity and boxicity can be found 

in the dissertation of Cozzens [1981]. 

Wegner [1967] took convex regions in three dimensional 

Euclidean space and showed that every graph is the 

intersection graph of convex regions in th.ree dimensional 
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space but not in two dimensional space. However, no theorem 

similar to Wegner's is possible for boxes in three 

dime·nsional space, as there are graphs which are 

intersection graphs of boxes in higher dimensional space. 

Instead of extending unit intervals to unit boxes, one could 

look at closed unit spheres in Euclidean space En.Havel and 

Kuntz [1980] defined the (1-m.i t.) sphericity of a graph G to 

be the least integ,::r 1-.: such that G is the intersection 

graph of closed unit spheres in k-dimensional space. Havel 

[1982] showed that there are graphs of sphericity 2 with 

arbitrary large cubicity whereas Fishburn [1983] showed that 

there are graphs of cubicity 2 and 3 with sphericity larger 

than cubici ty. Haehara [1984] used the term space graph to 

describe intersection graphs of spheres and derived cert.ain 

bounds on the sphericity for several classes of graphs. 

Sen [1934] studied intersection graphs of subcubes of a unit 

cube Q defined recursively as 
n 

Qi = { 0' 1 t 
Q2 = Q:t X Q:t 

He proved that any graph G is the intersection graph of a 

family of subcubes of a unit cube Qk. He introduced the 

concept of n.-index of G analogous to boxicity, which is the 

minimum k such that the graph G is the intersection graph of 
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subcubes of Qk. He also proved that n-ind of a graph G is 

equal to t:.he minimum number of complete bipa.rti te subgraphs 

of G whose union is G. This is analogous to the works on 

boxicity by Cozzens and Roberts [1983] who proved that the 

boxici ty of a graph G is equal to the minimum number of 

interval graphs whose intersection is G. In ·terms of the 

complement, this means that boxicity of a graph G is equal 

to the minimum number of· cointerval graphs trlhose union is G. 

Sen [1984] has replaced these coint.erval graphs by complete 

bipartite subgraphs in his work and this provides a setting 

in which n-index of a graph is perhaps more natural t.han 

boxicity. 

In conclusion, we must mention an excellent. and a very 

fundamental work done by Cozzens and Roberts [1989] where 

they introduced the notion of a dimensional property of 

graphs. A dimen;;donal propertv of graphs is a property P 

such that every graph G is the intersection graph having 

property P. If P is a dimensional property, they described a 

general method for computing the least integer k so that G 

is the intersection of k graphs having property P. They then 

gave simple applications of the _method to compu.ting the 

boxicity, the cubicity and a nun1ber of such other.dimensions 

of a graph. 
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1q7 Circular-arc graphs. 

A· natural topological extension of interval graphs is the 

circular-arc graph. A graph is a circular~arc graph if it 

is the intersection graph of a family of arcs on a circle. 

The problem of characterizing circular-arc graphs wa~ posed 

by IUee [1969] in which · he aslted "what graphs are 

circular-arc graphs?•• 'l'hese graphs have important 

applications in testing for circular arrangements of· genetic 

molecules [Stahl,1967], i:n circular indifference situations 

such as colour wheels and musical tones [Hubert, 1974 and 

Luce 1971]. 

Circular-arc graphs are also used in designing traffic 

signals by Stoffers [ 1968] and Roberts [ 1976, 1979c] and in 

cyclic scheduling problems by Tucker [1978]. To determine 

the dimension of a partial ordered set, 'l,rotter and Hoore 

[1976] was led to the use of circular arc models. At 

present, these graphs have found important applications in 

computer science for designing a compiler or any other basic 

software system [Tucker,1978]. Before 1970, the problem of 

characterizing circular-arc graphs was a difficult one, but 

during the last two decades Tucker did extensive work on 

circular- arc graphs to solve the problems of characteri

zation and recognition algorithm ['l'ucker, 1971,1974,1978, 

1980]. 
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A ( 0, 1) matrix A is said to have the quasi -circular ~ 

property if the sets ul, ... ,un, vl, ... ,vn contain all the 

ones in A, where U. is the set of ones in column i starting 
. ~ 

at the main diagonal and going down (possibly around) until 

the first 0 is reached, and v1 is the set of ones in row i 

starting at the mail~ diagonal and going to the right 

(possibly around) as far as possible. 

Theoren\ 1.14~ [Tucker,1971]. A eraph G is a circul.ar-arc 

eraph if and on.l.y if t.he vertex can be indexed so that the 

a-uemented adjacency matrix has the quasi-circ-ul.ar on.es 

property. 

Notwithstanding this, no structure theorem, that is, 

characterization in terms of forbidden configuration of a 

circular-arc graph was known until Kabell [1980] could 

-obtain a satisfactory solution to the problem. However, 

previous to that, Trotter and l1oore [1976] determined a 

qollection of forbidden subgraphs of a circular-a:rc graph, 

which consist of graphs with clique cove1.·ing number 2; but 
I . 

the list is no·t complete. And again Tucker [1974] could 

obtain a structure theorem for some special types of 

circular-arc graphs, viz. Ynit circular-arc graphs in which 

the arcs are of unit length and proper circular-arc graphs 

in which no arc properly contains another. It is to be noted 
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that these two concepts do not coincide here as they would 

for interval graphs. 

Until the work of Tucker [1979,1980], determining whether a 

graph is a circular-arc graph was a difficult problem, but 

now a polynomial time algorithm exists to test for 

circular-arc graphs . Unfortunately, the algorithm does not 

yield a specific characterization of circular-arc graphs as 

we have for interval graphs. 

Gavril [1974a] defined some subclasses of circular-arc 

graphs and succeeded in characterizing these classes viz. , 

A-circular-arc graphs and $-circular-arc graphs. A graph is 

a ~-circular-arc eraph if it is the intersection graph of a 

family of arcs on a circle, so that for three arcs, if every 

pair intersects then the intersection of the three arcs is 

non-empty. A graph is a $-c ~~rcul.ar-ar-c eraph if it is a 

circular-arc graph and if for every clique, ·the intersection 

of the arcs corresponding to the vertices of the clique is 

non-empty. Note that a $-circular-arc graph is also a 

A-circular-arc graph, but the converse is not true. 

Horeover, he provided efficient algorithms for. recognizing 

these two classes and for finding a maximum clique, a 

maximum independent set and a minimum covering by cliques of 

circular-arc graphs. In a recent paper, Golumbic and Hanmer 

[1988] considered the same problem of finding the maximum 
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stable set in a circular -.:;trc graph and they gave two 

algoritr~s for the problem. The first algorithm assumes that 

a representation of the circular-arc is given and under this 

assumption they propose a solution of ·the problem in 

O(nlogn) time; while the second algoritrun solves the problem 

in O(n+e) time with the assumption that only the 

circular-arc graph is given. 

As in the case of interval graphs, circular-arc graphs were 

also generalized inn-dimensional space Rr.. Feinberg [1979] 

showed that any graph G is the intersection graph of the 

products of arcs on a sphere, called 'patches• on a sphere. 

He then used the notion of Circular dimension .Qi_ .a g;raph G 

as the least integ·er k such that G is the intersection graph . 

of patches on k-sphere. •rrotter [1979], Shearer [1980] and 

Cozzens and Roberts [1989] obtained bounds of circular 

dimension for several graphs. 

In Chapter - IV, we· introduce · c irc?.tl.ar-arc dieraph, the 

intersection digraph of a family of arcs on a circle. ~'le 

obtain in this chapter, a characterization of circular-arc 

digraphs analogous to a characterization of circular-arc 

graphs in terms of quasi- circular ones property. given by 

Tucker [1971]. 
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1.8. Related Topics. 

Many families of sets other than intervals have been studied 

for intersection graphs. Instead of discussing all of them 

exhaustively, we .mention below only several lines of 

research. 

Several classes of intersection graphs arising from families 

of paths in a tree have been studied; distinct classes of 

. graphs arise by considering· pa·ths to be the sets of vertices 

or the edges and by allowing the underlying tree to be 

undirected or directed. Rooted trees will produce . other 

classes. The undirected vertex ~ mJib..§ or the intersec

tion graph of a family of vertex paths in a tree. were 

studied by Renz [1970], Gav:l:.'il [1978] and Lobb[1982]. An 

efficient recogni·tion algorithm was given by Gavril [1978]. 

For directed trees, the class of intersection graphs were 

characterized by Gavril [1975] where an efficient algorithm 

was also given for recognizing them. 

Recall tha·t a graph is a chordal. eraph if every cycle of 

length greater than 3 possess a chord. Dirac [1961] and Rose 

(1970] characterized chordal graphs and an efficient 

algorithm [Rose,1970] for these graphs also exists. The 

minimum colouring, maximum clique, maximum clique cover and 

maximum independent set problems fo1:· chordal graphs were 
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Srineevasha Kumar 

Sec. 1.8 

by Gavril [1972]. Venimadhavan 

[1988] analyzed clique structure 

chordal graphs, and its subclasses. 

and 

of 

The intersection graph of a family of subtrees of a tree is 

called a subtree graph. Gavril [1974] showed that, these 

graphs are exactly the chordal graphs. The intersection 

graph of a family of edge paths in a tree were studied by 

Golumbic and Jamison [1985a, b], Tar jan [1985] and Syslo 

[1970,1985]. Horuna and Wei [1986] gave a unified approach 

for studying different types of such graphs. 

In a fundamental paper, already mentioned in sec.1.7, 

Trotter .and Moore [1976] discussed a number of 

characterization problem .involving interval graphs, 

circular-arc graphs J 0 1 1-matrices, t,he . representation of 

families of sets by points or intervals of the real line and 

other notions. They showed that despite their apparent 

diversity, these characterization problems a1:.·e intimately 

related. 

Intersection graphs find their usefulness in applications 

mainly because such graphs result out of intersections 

between several objects of · similar t;ype (from the real 

·world). However, intersection is only one type of 

interaction between objects and several graph theorists 
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started thinking of other types of interactions which might 

produce differen.t classes of graphs and their corresponding 

theories. In. this section, the graphs obtained from several 

interactions other than intersection will be discussed. It 

is to be noted that some of these graphs eventually become 

intersection graphs of certain families. 

Evan and Itai [1971] introduced the concept of overlap 

graphs, different from intersection graphs. A graph G(V,E) 

is an overlap graph if its vertices can be put into a 

one-one correspondance with a collection of inter\rals on the 

real line in such a way that two vertices are adjacent if 

and only if the corresponding intervals intersect but 

neither contains the other. Overlap graphs were studied by 

Gavril [19'73], Fournier [1978] and Buckingham [1980]. It 

turns out, nevertheless, that this class of graphs is 

exactly the same as the class of circle graphs, the 

intersection graphs of a finite collection of chords on a 

circle. 

Golumbic and Monma [1982] introduced the concept of measured 

interaction and defined tolerance graphs to generalize both 

interval graphs and permutation graphs. A graph G(V,E) is a 

toleranQe graph if there exists assignment of intervals I v 
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and tolerances tv to each vertex v such that 

uv e E ~ I run Ivl ~ min {tu,tv}, 

where I I I is ·the length of the interval I. They noted that 

the requirement of equal tolerances for all vertices yields, 

precisely, the interval graphs, while requiring tx = II I X 

yields the permutation graphs. 

Suppose rr is permuta·tion of ·numbers 1, 2, ... , n. Let G [rr] be 

an undirected graph constructed from rr in the following 

manner G[rr] has vertices numbered from 1 to n; two 

vertices are joined by an edge if the larger of their 

corresponding number is to the left of the smaller inn. An 

undirected graph G is called a permutation graph if there 

exist a permutation rr such that G = G [rr]. 

Golurnbic [~984, 1985] studied another. type of graph called 

containment graph it is a graph where each vertex is 

assigned to a set S of a family of sets F in such a way v 
that two vertices u and v are adjacent if and only if either 
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1.9. Ferrers digraphs and Ferrers dimension. 

Guttman [1944] and Riguet [1951] introduced independently a 

special claas of digraphs, known as Ferrers digraphs. Riguet 

defined Ferrers digraphs to be a digraph D(V,E) in which for 

all x,y, z, we V, 

x~r, zw e E ~ xw or zy e E. 

It is to be noted that the vertices are not necessarily 

distinct. Doignon, Ducamp and Falmagne [1984] called it a 

biorder-. Ferrer::~ digraphs have many characterizations. 

Riguet [1951] characterized Ferrers digraphs as those whose 

successor sets (or equivalently, predecessor sets) are 

linearly ordered by inclusion. In other words, if the rows 

of the adjacency matrix are indexed by vertices in 

decreasing order of outdegree, and the columns by vertices 
--

in decreasing order of indegree, then the rearranged 

adjacency matrix takes the form 

_1 

0 

The representation of l's (orO's) in the above form will be 

referred to as a Ferrers diagram. 

-
Dignon, Ducamp and Falmagne [1984] proved that a digraph is 

_ a Ferrers digraph if and only if it has no alternating 
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cycle. An n-alternating cycle of a digraph D(V,E) is a 

a:td
1 

e E, 

a
2

d
2 

e E, 

ad e E, 
1"1 1"1 

where ai' die V for all i. 

d a e E 
:f. 2 

d a e E 
2 3' 

_, 
d a e E 

n :1 

l"lonjardet [1978] showed that a digraph D(V, E) is a Ferrers 
_, 

digraph if and only if D D D is a subdigraph ·of D; that 
_, 

is, if U is the set of arcs of DD D, then. U s E. The 

characteriz;ation of a Ferrers digraph D(V ,E) in terms of 

forbidden subgraphs is based on the following convention : 

A solid arc will be drawn between two vertices a and b if 

ab e E and a dotted arc if ab 'iE" E. From the· definition it 

follows that a Ferrers digraph does not contain any 

subdigraph isomorphic to the following graph (Fie. 1.5). 

x.e, ) /., 
/ 

' / 

' /'1 
' . , ' 

' , ' 
/ ' 

~ / 

' ' . 
/ ' I 

/ ' • ) .. 
z uf 

Fi.e. 1. 5 
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This forbidden subgraph may degenarate in several ways, by 

identifying one vertex with another, thereby leading to the 

four diagrams of Fie·. 1 . 6 

VI w 
.,(: y ... ~, , 

o:/ 
,, 

'~ . ... ... 
p:. 

' ' 

%. X 

Fi:g. 1.6 

Recall that a threshold graph is a graph G(V ,E) for which 

there exists a real mapping f X ·-+ R and a ·t.hreshold 

t. e R such that for every S s X, 

S is stable ~ E v(x) :S t. 
x-.:S 

Threshold' graphs were introduced by Chvatal and Hammer 

[1977]. The definitions of threshold graphs and Ferrers 

digraphs look completely different, but their 

characterizations suggest remarkable similarity. Various 
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characterizations of E'errers digraphs led Cogis [1982] to 

discover that the underlying graphs of symme·tric Ferrers 

digraphs are precisely the threshold graphs. 

For each characterization of Ferrers digraphs. there is a 

corresponding characterization of thJ::eshold graphs and vice 

versa [Cogis, 1982]. Intersection of Ferrers digraphs ~~as 

studied b~ Bouchet [1971] and he showed that any digraph D 

is the intersection of a family ·of Ferrers digraphs 

containing D. The Ferrera dimension of a digraph D is the 

minimum number of Ferrers digraphs whose intersection is D. 

Bouchet [1971, 1982, 1984] also obtained several interesting 

results on Ferrers dimension. He was able to extend to any 

digraph Dushnik and l1iller' s [1941] order dimension of a 

partial order. The order dim.en.s1:on of a partial order G is 

the minimum number of·linear orders whose intersection is G. 

Bouchet [1971] showed that the notion of Ferrers dimension 

of a Ferrers digraph is an extension of the order dimension. 

Cogis [1982] gave another proof of this result for finite 

digraphs (extended to inf init,e digraphs by Doignon, Ducamp 

and Falmagne [1984]). Moreovet•, the order dimension was 

proved to be poly:nomially equivalent -to the Ferrers 

dimension. Yannakakis [1982] showed that the problem of 

designing efficient algorithms for order dimension exceeding 

2 is NP-complete; but 2.:..dimensional posets are polynomially 

recognizable. 
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An. excellent survey of the notion of order dimension and 

analogous parameters-for graphs and _directed graphs such as 

boxicity, ~hreshold dimension and Ferrers dimension to name 

only a few, is to be found in a review paper by West [1985). 

1.9.1. Charact-er-izat~ions of diga~aphs with Ferrers 

di1nension 2. 

The digraphs with Ferrers dimension (F.D) 2 were 

characterized independently by Cogis [1979] and also by 

Doignon, Ducamp and Falmagne [1984] in different contexts. 

Hany of the results of Doignon et. al. overlap with Cog is' 

li'10rk. . In orde.t· to characterize a digraph D of F. D. 2, Cogis 

(1979] defined an undirected graph H(D) associated with D. 

The graph associated .T!l.itb. _a digraph D is the graph H(D) 

whose vertices correspond to the l's of the adjacency matrix 

of the complementary digraph :5, with two such vertices 

joined by an edge if the corresponding l' s belong to an 

obstruct ion; that is, the corresponding 1' s belong to a 

configuration of the form (~~)or (~~)in ACD). Riguet [1951] 

had shown that a digraph D is a Ferrers digraph if and only 

if there does not exist any obstruction in A(D). The mal.n 

characterization of digraphs with F.D.2, given b~' Cogis, is 

as follows : 
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Theorem 1 .. 15.. [Cogis, 1979]. A dieraph D is of Ferrers 

dimension at m.ost 2 if and onl.y if HCD:> is bipartite. 

This results yields a polynomial algorithm [Cogis,1979] for 

testing whether a digraph has F.D.2 or not. The same 

Characterization was obtained in a more general form by 

Doigrwn et. al. where the graph is not restricted to be 

finite. 



CHAPTER - II 

INTERVAL DIGRAPHS 

2 .. 1. Introduction. 

The concepts of intersection graph and interval graph have 

been well studied for undirected graphs. Given a family of 

sets, each is assigned to a vertex, and the in.tersection 

eraph of the family of sets has an edge between two of these 

vertices if and only if the corresponding sets intersect. A 

graph is an in.tervai err."'..pl>. if it is the int~~rsection graph 

of a family of intervals on the real line. 

In this chapter, we introduce and study a natural analogue 

of these concepts for directed graphs D(V,E). We consider a 

family .~ of ordered pairs of sets, and to each ordered pair 

we assign a vertex v. The first set assigned to v is called 

its source ~ Sv, and the second is its terminal ~ (or 

sink set) Tv. The intersection .dign.Iili of a family of 

ordered pairs of sets is the digraph such that uv e E if and 

only if S n T ¢ <f>. Note that loops are allowed, but there u v 
are no multiple edges. By analogy with interval graphs, we 

define an interval digraph to be an intersection digraph of 

a family of ordered pairs of intervals on the real line. 

Several characterizations are known for interval graphs; our 

The major part of this chapter has been published in ~ ~ 

~ 13 (1989) 189-202 
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aim in this chapter is to give analogous characterizations 

for interval digraphs. In section 2.3, we obtain a 

characterization for interval digraphs similar to Fulkerson 

and Gross [1965) characterization for interval graphs, using 

a simultaneous consecutive ones property for the rows of two 

incidence matrices. 

A class of intersec·tion digraphs was introduced and studied 

by Maehara [1984]. He defined a pointed set to be a set S 

v1i th a distinguished '·base point' be S. Phrased in our 

terminology, he defined the catch digraph of a family of 

pointed sets { ( Sv, bv)} to be the intersection digraph in 

which the source set for v is Sv and the sink set is bv; 

i.e. uv e E iff b E s . ·v u When the source sets are required 

to be intervals, this is a class of interval digraphs. Note 

that bv e Sv forces a ·loop at each vertex. Dropping the 

requirement we get an intermediate family between t.he catch 

digraphs of intervals and the general interval digraphs 

which we call inte1~al-point digraph. 

Recall that the adjacency m.atrix A(D) of a digraph D with 

vertices numbered vi, ... ,vn is the 0,1-matrix with a. 1 in 

position ij if and only if v. v. 
t. J 

is an edge. Haehara 

characterized the catch digraphs of families of pointed 

intervals as those whose adjacency matrix has the 
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consecutive ones property for rows (without allowing column 

permutations) . In· section 2.3, we 

interval~point digraphs; dropping the 

characterize · the 

requirement b e 
v 

corresponds to allowing column pernu .. 1tations in testing for 

the consecutive ones property of ·the adjacency matrix. In 

this connection we have to mention the paper by Pri~mer 

[1989] in Hhich he also characterized interval catch 

digraphs. This characterization is quite analogous to 

Le~erkerker- Boland [i962] characterization of interval 

graphs. 

In section 2. 4, we obtain more difficult characterizations 

of interval digraphs. We show that D is an interval digraph 

iff A(D) has (independent) row and column permutations so 

that every 0 can be replaced by one qf {C,R} in such a way 

that R has all R' s to its right and every C has · all C' s 

below i·t. At the sante time, we characterize interval 

digraphs in terms of a special class of digraphs. 

Recall that Ferrers di.era.pl"!.S are those whose successor sets 

are linearly ordered by inclusion. It is easy to see that 

the successor sets are linearly ordered by inclusion iff the 

predecessor sets are linearly ordered by inclusion, and that 

both are equivalent to the .t:ransformability of the adjacency 

matrix by independent row and column permutations to a 
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0,1-matrix in which the l's are clustered in the lower left 

in the shape of ~ Ferrers diagram. We prove that D is an 

interval digraph if and only if it is the intersection of 

two Ferrers digraphs whose union is complete. 

Intersections of Fer:t·ers digraphs have been studied 

previously, but without the requirement that.. the union be 

complete. Recall that the Fe~rers dime~~ion of D is defined 

to be the minimum number of Ferrers digraphs whose 

intersection is D. By our characterization, the Ferrers 

dimension of an interval digraph is at most 2. The digraphs 

with Ferrers dimension 2 have been characterized, 

independently by Cogis [1979) and Doignon, Ducamp and 

Falmagne [1984] in different contexts. In section 2. 5, we 

·translate Cogis' condition to an adjacency matrix condition 

for Ferrers dimension 2 that is analogous to our adjacency 

matrix condition for interval digraphs. We then construct an 

example to show that not. every digraph of Ferrers dimension 

2 is an interval digraph. 

Incidentally, in chapter-IV, we will ob·tain still another 

characterization of an interval digraph in terms of the 

partition of the adjacency matrix into two sectors. 
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2.2. Intersection digraphs 

It is well-known that every finite undirected graph is an 

intersection graph of finite sets. The simplest construction 

is to use a set whose elements correspond to the edges of G 

and assign to each vertex the elements corresponding to its 

incident ~dges. Since vertices are adjacent if and only if 

they share an incident edge, G is t.he intersection graph of 

these finite sets. The analogous construction works for 

directed graphs. If Sv consists of the edges with v as 

source and T consists of the edges with v as terminus, then ~ v 

For undirected graph, it is easy to obtain a more 

"efficient~· representation by using cliques larger than 

single edges to cover the edges. Indeed, the intersection 

number i # (G) of an undirected graph G is defined to be the 

minimum size of a set U such that G is the intersection 

graph of subsets of U, and Erdos, Goodman, and Posa [1966] 

showed that the intersection number of G equals the minimum 

number of complete subgraphs needed to cover its edges. They 

also· proved that i#(G) ::S ln2 /•j for n-vertex graphf.i, 
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To develop analogous results for digraphs, we define a 

generalized comple·t.e bipartite subdigraph (abbreviated GBS) 

to be a subdigraph generated by vertex sets X,Y, whose edges 

are all xy such that x .:: X, :v .a Y. ~ve say "generalized" 

because X,Y need not be disjoint, which means that loops may 

arise. Let the intersection number i#(D) of a digraph be the 

minimum size of U such that G is the intersection digraph of 

ordered pairs of subsets of U. The analogue of the Erdos, 

Goodman, Posa results is as follows : 

Theorem 2$ 1 • The intersection of a dteraph eq?.J.o.l.s the 

min.1~m:um. 1"1.?..tmber of G'BSs required to cover i. ts· edees, CJ.nd the 

best possO::>l.e ?.J.pper bound on th1:.s 1.:s n for n-vertex :graph. 

Proof. Suppose J (X, Y.) t with k members l '- 1.. _f is a minimum 

collection of GBSs whose union is D. Let Sv = { i.; v e X,.} and 

let T = J1. v 1 v E Y. l. Then s n T ~ A,. if Jand only if uv E '· r '-' v 'i" 

E, and dt(D) :!S k. 

Conversely, if D is the intersection digraph of orde1·ed 

pairs of subsets of. U, where U has L~{D) element.s, define 

i.#(D) GBSs by u e X, v e Y. for some i., and k :::; i#(D) .For 
1. t 

the bound on i#(D), not~ that the set of edges with v as 

source is a GBS, so n disjoint GBSs can provide all the 

edges. This bound is achieved by the (directed) cycle of 
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length n, in which there is no GBS with more than one 

edge.• 

To see the importance of loops, ·note that the complete 

directed graph (with loops) is a GBS· and has intersection 

number 1, but ~-1hen . the loops are forbidden the resulting 

digraph has intersection number 2log
2
1 VI . Also of interest 

are intersection graphs where the sets are required to be 

convex sets in Euclidean space. For undirected graphs, 

one-dimensional convex sets yield the interval graphs and 

three-dimensional convex set.s allow all graphs to be 

represented. With two dimensional convex sets, all planar 

graphs and some others can be represented, but not a1l 

graphs. For example, Wegner [1967] showed that the graph 

obtained by subdividing each edge of ~ is not an 

intersection graph of convex sets in the plane. 

For digraphs, it is not clear whether. the situation is 

analogous. Attempts to mimic Wegner's example .fail. For 

example, consider the digraph obtained from I\., by replacing 
.~ 

each edge vi.. v.i by a path vi ui..j vj, replacing each of the 

resulting 20 edges by a pair of oppositely oriented directed 

edges and adding a loop in each of the 15 vertices. This 

digraph is the inte.:t·section digraph of ordered pairs of 
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convex sets in the plane; in fact1 the source and sink sets 

can be segments for the u .. ' s and disks for t.he v. 's. 
1.J 1. 

Therefore, we pose the question of whe·ther every digraph is 

the intersection digraph of ordered pairs of convex sets in 

the plane. We devote the remainder of this chapter to 

representations using one-dimensional convex sets - i.e. , 

intervals on the real line. 

a .. 3 .. Characterizat-ions by consecutive ones 

We begin this section with the primary observation that an 

interval digraph property is hereditary .in the sense that 

any induced subgraph of an interval digraph is also an 

interval digraph. 

Theorem 2. 2. A sufji..cier~..t condition for a dirgr-aph to be an 

interval di.:gr-et..ph is that. the adjac"!?n.cy m.atr?~X has the 

con.secut ive ones property for ro~~s. 

Proof' .. Let D( V, E) · be a digraph with n vertices whose 

adjacency matrix A has the consecutive ones property for 

rows. Then reordering the vertices of D, we may assume that 

·the ones in each row of A = (a .. ) occur consecutively. 
l.J 

Let xi. = min { j I ai.j = 1 ~, 

Y.... = max { j I a. . = 1 } , 
1.J 

(i. = l, ... ,n). 

So considering St.=[ 1\,Yi.] and T;_ = [ i. ], (i. = l, ... ,n). 
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the digraph D can be seen to be represented by the family 

But the converse is not true. This follows from the 

following counter-example : 

Example 2. 1 • Consider the digraph on four vertices with 

loops at v
2

, v9, v
4 

and edges from these vertices to vi i.e. 

the digraph given in Fi$. 2.1. 

Fie. 2.1. 

Its adjacency matrix is 

v:t. v v3 v4 2 

vi 0 0 0 0 

vz 1 1 0 0 

v::~ 1 0 1 0 

v4 1 0 0 1 

This matrix does not have the consecutive ones property for 

rows but still it has the following interval 
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i 

S. 
1.. 

T. 
t. 

Sec .. 2. 3 

1 2 

<:f> [1] 

[1,3] [1] 

3 4 

[2] [3] 

[2] [3] 

The above example leads us to characterize interval digraphs 

using singleton terminal sets; these are the ?~ nterval. -point 

dieraphs. 

Theorem 2.2. D'is.an interval.-point dier-aph if and on.l.~l if 

its adjo.cen.cy matrix ho:s t.he consecut i?.)e ones propert.y for 

rows. 

ProoL D has an interval-point representation if and only if 

there are sets S(v)=[a(v),b(v)] and T(v)={c(v)} such that uv 

e E if and only if c(v) e S(u), where we may assume the· 

c(v) 's are distinct. This is true if and only if numbering 

the vertices in increasing order of c(v) e.xhibits the 

consecutive ones property for rows of A{D). Furthermore, if 

there is a numbering. v
1

, ••. ,vn that exhibits ·this, we may 

take c(v1) = k, a(vk) = min{t.: vlvk e E} to obtain an 

interval-point representation of D . • 
Note that the digraph given in Ex. 2. 1. is an interval 

dig·raph which is not an interval-point digraph. 

Example 2.2. The smallest digraphs which are not interval 
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digraphs are given in Fig. 2.2 

s. 2L s,. - 53 
s2. SB 

5:~- s, - -T2 T2. 1j T!i. Ji 
T~? T"5 ~ Tt> 'l 

Fig. 2. 2 

It is to be noted that adjacency matrices of all the three 

digraphs above are equivalent in the sense that one can be 

obtained from the other by a sui table permutation of rows 

(or columns) . 

We can also characterize interval digraphs using the 

consecutive ones property, but for this more general class 

we mu~t consider incidence matrices involving vertices and 

GBSs. This is analogous to the Fulkerson, Gross 

characterization of· interval graphs. Let B = i (~, Yk)} be a 

collection of GBSs whose union is D. We define the 

vertex-source incidence matrix for B(abbreviated V.X-matrix) 

to be the incidence matrix between t.he vertices and ·the 

source sets i ]\}. Similarly, the vertex-terminus incidence 

matrix for B (abbreviated V, Y-matrix) is the incidence 

matrix between the vertices and the terminal sets { Yk ~. Ou.r 

first characterization of interval digraphs is the following 
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Theorem 2. 4. D is an interval dieraph if and only if there 

1:s a m.J.m.berine of the GBSs 1~n some CO?Jeri.ne B of D sv.ch that 

the ones in rou>s appear consecut i~..Jel.~ for both; the 

V.X-n~trix and V,Y-matrix of D. 

ProoL For sufficiency, consider such a B whose union is D, 

and let (Xk, Yk) be a common numbering if the columns of the 

V, X and V, Y-matrices that exhibit the consecutive ones 

property for both. Assign S = [a ,b ] and T = [c ,d ], where v v v v v v 

and v e Yk if and only if cv :S lt :f d . v 

and only if u e Xk and v e Yk for some k. 

For necessity, consider a representa-tion of D by a family 

~(S ,T )} of ordered pair of intervals. We may asswne they 
v v . 

are closed and have integer endpoints, with S = [a ,b] and 
v v v 

T = [c ,d ]. For each integer k belonging to any of these 
v v v 

intervals, define a GBS Bk = (~,Yk) of the intersection 

digraph of the interval pairs by setting Xk =~ v: ke Sv t and 

Yk =~ v: keTv}. Then s~_,f1 Tv ~ ¢ if and only if u e ~ and v e 

Yk for some k, so the intersection digraph of the interval 

pairs is in. fact the union of the specified GBSs. 

Furthermore, by construction the re·sulting v,x and 

V,Y-matrices have the·simulteneous consecutive ones property 

for rows. • 
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The Fulkerson-Gross characterization of interval graphs 

considers only a single matrix, whose columns correspond 'to 

all maximal cliques. Here we may not be able to include all 

maximal GBSs. For interval graphss the Belly property of the 

real line guarantees that the intervals for vertices of any 

maximal clique must have a common intersection in any 

interval representation. For GBSs, this does not hold. In 

pa.rticular, the following example is an interval digraph for 

which the collection of all maximal GBSs does not exhibit 

the simultaneous consecutive ones property 

Example 2 .. 3., vi v2 vs v4 

vi 1 1 1 1 

v2 1 0 0 1 

va 0 1 0 1 

v4 0 0 1 1 

The maximal GBSs of this digraph are (V:1V2 /V1V4 ), 

(v:~. v9/v2 v4), (v1 v 4,1v3 v 4 ), (v1/v1v2v 9v4 ). The first three 

cover the edges of D, and the resulting V,X and V,Y-matrices 

are 

X 
i x2 xs y1 y 

2 
y 

:9 

vi 1 1 v1 1 0 0 

v2 1 0 0 v2 0 1 0 

vs 0 1 0 .v 
:3 

0 0 1 

v4 0 0 1 v4 1 1 1 

Note that columns cannot be added for t.he other maximal GBSs 

without destroying the consecutive ones property. 
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2. 4 Charact.erizat.ion of' int.erval digraph in t.el'm:S of 

adjacency matrix 

In this section, we prove two equivalent characterizations 

of interval digraphs; i.e. necessary and st.lfficient 

conditions for the existence of an intersection 

representation using ordered pairs of intervals. Both 

conditions are intimately· connected with Ferrers digraphs. 

As illustrated below, there a~e two natural partitions of 

the vertices'associated with a Ferrers digraph, given by the 

differences of successive predecessor sets · and the 

differences of the successive successor sets in their 

respective inclusion orderings. The source partition places 

v in the kth set (called Ak below) if v belongs to the kth 

largest predecesso.r set and no larger one, with the Oth set 

containing the vertices with no successors (i.e. , in no 

predecessor set). Similarly, the te.rminid partition places v 

in the kth set (called Dk below) if v belongs to the kth 

smalles·t nonempty successor set and no smaller one~ with the 

last set, containing the vertices with no predecessors 

(i.e. , in no successor set) . Note t.hat the Oth source set 

and/ or last terminal set may be empty. In terms of the 

partitions, the condition for adjacency is uv e E if and 

only if i~j. where u is in the ith source set and v is in 

the jth terminal set. 
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D1 D 
2 Ds D4 

Ao 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

A1.. 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

A2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Ag 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

For undirected graphs, the analogous condition is that the 

adjacency sets form a chain by inclusion. This condition 

characterizes ·the graphs known as t hresho 2. d era.phs • 

introduced by Chva tal and Hammer. The relevance of Ferrers 

digraphs to interval digraphs is analogous to that between 

threshold graphs and interval graphs : ' G is a threshold 

graph if and only if both G and G are interval graphs. We 

also note that some of our reasonings in the proof below 

parallel works of Fishburn [1985] and Mirkin [1984] on 

interval orders. 

We now prove the characterizations. We say that the union of 

two digraphs is comPlete if every ordered pair of vertices 

(including u=v) forms an edge in at least one of them. The 

difficult part of this result is to obtain an interval 

representation from the intersection of two Ferrers digraphs 

whose union is a complete digraph. 
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Theorem 2.5c The following conditions are equivalent 

(A) D is an in.tert.1al dierapl'l... 

(B)·. The rows an.d c•?lum.ns of the Af.D.) can. be Cin.dependen.t l.:y.) 

permuted so that each 0 can be repl.a.ced by one of {R,C) 

1~n such a "IIJCt.Y that e?Jery R has on.l.y R.• s to its rieht 

and et.>er:y C has on.l ~~ C • s be l. o,.o i. t . 

(C) D is the intersection of two F'errers dieraphs whose· 

union is com.pl.ete. 

Proo:f. 

A implies ~. Consider an interval representation of D, 

with vertex v to which is assigned the source set [a(v),b(v)] 

and the sink set [c(v),d(v)]. Define two vertex numberings 

u1., ...• un and w
1

, ••• , wn by uk= v if a(v) is the kth smallest 

value among the.a's, and wk = v if c(v) is the kth smallest 

value among the c' s, with ties broken arbitrarily. Order 

the rows and columns of A(D) as u
1

, ••• , un and w
1

, ••• , wn. 

If entry i ,j of the resulting matrix is 0, then a(u) >d(w.) 
'· J· 

or c(w.) > b(u.), but a(v) s b(v) and c(v) s d(v) implies 
. J t. 

these inequalities can not simultaneously hold. Relabel this 

position by C if a(u) > d(w.) and by R if c(w.) > b(u.). 
t. J J t. 

Since the a's and c's increase with index, the first 

(second) inequality will continue to hold below (to the 

right of) this entry, so the condition of B holds. 
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~implies C. Consider such a permutation M of A(D); let Q1 , 

Q2 denote the set of edges of D corresponding to positions 

of M labelled R, C respectively. Let F 1 , F 2 be digraphs 

defined by E(Fi) = E U Q1 . Then F1 ,. F2 are Ferrers digraphs 

(F 1 by a column permutation and F 2 by a row permutation) 

whose intersection is D and whose union is complete . 

.Q implies A. Let F1 , F2 }:)e two Ferrers digraphs whose union 

is complete and whose intersection is D; we obtain an 

intersection representation of D by ordered pair of 

intervals. We will work with the complements of F 1 , F 2 , 

which we call H1 ,H2 ; their union is :5 and their intersection 

is empty. The complement of a Ferrers digraph is also a 

Ferrers digraph, as is apparent from the adjacency matrix. 

We could stick to F1 ,F2 by using a slightly different 

indexing of the source and terminal partitions, in which 

adjacency corresponds to strict inequality. 

Let A
0

, ••• , ~1 . be the source partition for H1 , and let 

D , ... , D be its terminal partition, where A
0 

and/or D may 
i p p 

be empty. The adjacency matrix of the converse (also called 

inverse) of a digraph is the transpose of the adjacency 

mat.rix of the original digraph; thus the converse of a 

Ferrers digraph is a Ferrers digraph. Let C
0

, ••• ,Cq-i be the 

source partition and B:t, ... , Bq · the terminal partition for 
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the converse of H..,, where B and/or C .... may be empty. Thus 
~ q ..... 

adjacency in H2 is characterized b:ll uv e H2 if and only if 

j ~ k, where u e Bj and v e Ck, and as usual uv e H1 if and 

only if ?: ;;:: l , where u E A. and v e Dt . 
'· 

We will construct an interval representation of D by 

assigning numbers to the sets in these partitions 

a. , b. , c. , d. 
,_ !. l l 

respectively to A , B. , C , D .. 
1, t \. l 

We want to assign 

to vertex v the intervals Sv = [a(v), b(v)], and T = v 

[c(v), d(v)], where (a(v), b(v), c(v), d(v)) = (a. ,b.,ck,dt) 
'· J 

if v e A , B., C,_, Dt; there are two requirements . these 
I. J r. 

numberings must satisfy. 

First, Sv, •r..., must be intervals, which requires ai. :S bj and 

ck :S. <\ if v E AJ). Bj and ..., E ck n Dt. Next, given that {Sv} 

and {Tv} are intervals, we have uv e E in the intersection 

digraph if and only if a(u) :S d(v) and b(u) ~ c(v). On the 

other hand, uv is a nonedge in H
1 

and in 8
2 

·if and only if 

u e 1\ . B j , and v e ck , Dt • where 1~ < ~ and J > k. Thus • H
1
n H2 

will have ·the same edges as the ·intersection digraph of 

{(S ,T )} if a, d satisfy a. s n if and only if i < l. and v v l , 

b,c satisfy b.;:::: ck for j > k. To achieve this, it suffices 
. J 

that a, b, c, d be strictly increasing sequences with. a.= d. +1 
1, l 

and c. :::·b.+ 1 for all i ~ 1. To summarize, it suffices to 
l 1. 

construct sequences a,b,c,d such that 
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(ii) a, b, c, d are strictly increasing sequences. 

( iii ) a. = ·d. + 1 and c. = b. + 1 for i. ::: 1 
\ \ '· \ 

To construct these sequences, we first form a directed graph 

M on vertices corresponding to the sets of the partitions. 

Begin with direc·ted pat,hs A , ... ,A~· 
0 t)-;,. B:1, ... ,B, . q 

co, .. ' I cq_ ... , D_.' .. ' 'D . Add edges A B. when A\.n B. r"! cp, CkDt 
... - p 1. J ,1 

when ckn Dtp!! rp, Bi.Ci. for 1::5 i:5; q-1, and DlAi. for 1:5 i s p-1. 

We claim M is acyclic, and will use this fact to construct 

the sequences. Suppose £1 has a cycle; it must pass through 

some A~s, then some B's, then some C's and then some D's. It 

uses one edge A. B. and one 
1. J 

these correspond to 

vertices u '= ~\n Bj and v e Ck Dt in D. Because the indices 

do not decrease on any other kind of edge, the existence of 

Ai. Bi and CkDt in a cycle of M requires j ::5 k and l :5; i . This 

yields a contradiction, because it implies uv is an edge in 

both H
1
and.H

2
, which by hypothesis are disjoint. 

Since M is acyclic, there exists an integer m.unbering 

f: V (11) --;. IN (called a ''topological ordering") such that 

/(Y) >/(X) when XY e E(M). It remains only to show that we 

can choose l so that f (A) = I (D.) + 1 and I (C.)= j (B.) + 1; 
1. l. l. '1. 
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the desired sequences a,b,c,d then appear in the values of 

f. Note that this algorithm actually ·produces a.< b. when 
. ~ J 

A;_n Bj ~ ¢ .and ck < dt when ckn Dt iJC <j>. rather than just :S 

and ~ . As a result, all intervals. have length at least one; 

single- point intervals are not generated. It is usually 

possible to arrange the numbering to be less "spread out" by 

allowing equali ti.es on these edges. We use this method of 

topological ordering here because the proof is short. 

The natural algori thrn for assigning the numbers is to assign 

to ver-tex X the number t if the longest path ending at X has 

t vertices (these numbers are easily computed by iteratively 

stripping off the vertices without predecessors). We claim 

that, this numberings put f (C. ) = f (B. ) +1; the same argument 
1.. . !. 

works to show f{A.) = f(D.) + 1 also. F'or any C. with i ~ 1, 
1.. I. ~ 

the predecessors are C ... and B.. Since any path ending at 
1,.-;a. I. 

B. can be extended to C. , we have f (C. ) :::: I (B. ) + 1 . For the 
1.. \. l. 1.. 

opposi·te inequality. consider a longest path ending at C .• 
t 

If it originates at. C
0

, then it visits only C' s and the path 

from B,_ to Bi. is shorter by one. Otherwise, it crosses from 

B. ·to C. for some j :5 i; now replacing the vertex sequence 
J .) 

C., .•• , C. 
J I. 

at the end of the path by B. . .... B. 
J+i l 

yields a 

path ending at B. that is shorter.by one. In either case, we 
'· 

obtain f (B. ) ~ f (C. ) - 1. 
L t 
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It is to be noted that in order to obtain the sequences 

a, b, c, d , construction of the directed graph M is only an 

aid to finding them out and we can very well ob·tain them 

without constructing M. • 

Example 2. 4. To illustrate ·these results, consider the 

adjacency matrix given below : 

v2 v4 ve v5 Va v:~. V· 
6 v? v9 

v:l 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

v2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

v 
5I 

1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 

v4 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 

v5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

vc; 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

v? 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 

v a 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 

v 
9 

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 

By further row and column permutations, we obtain the 

partition of O's into R' s and C's that is condition (B). This 

immediately gives the Ferrers digraphs H:t and H2 whose union 

is D. This partition is not unique, and other partitions may 

lead to other interval representations. 
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H = Hz = :1 
D c 

v
8

v
9

v
4

v 1v 2v5v6v7v9 v v v v v v v v v 2 a 4 5 3 i 6 7 9 

vi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 vo.:; 0 0 RRRRRRR 

v2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 vt 0 0 0 0 ORRRR 

v9 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 vc; 0 0 0 0 0 R R R R . 
A v5 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 B v2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 R R 

v4 c c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 vg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 R R 

vd c c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 v? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 R R 

v? c c c 0 0 0 0 0 0 v" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 R 

ve c c c G 0 0 0 0 0 VB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 R 

v9 c c c c 0 0 0 0 0 vr> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 R 

Given H:t and H2, we move to the proof of (C) implies (A) to 

obtain the interval representation. The four vertex 

partitions are given by 

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 

A. vi' v2 va 'v5 v4 ,vc; v? ve ,v9 
1. 

B. v5 vt,v6 
v2 ,v9 ,v7 v4 ,v9 ,v

9 1. 

C. V2 ,VB v4,v5,v9 v :1 ,v.c; v? v9 I. 

D. Va vs v v-1 v2 ,v5 ,v6 ,v7 ,v9 l. ·4 

From the intersection Ai..n Bj and ckn Dl, the crucial edges 

of the implication digraph are A. B. for i =1, 2, 3, 4, 
L L 

for 1: = 0. 1, 4, and C
2

.D
4

• The resulting topological ordering 

yields the following sequences : 
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i 0 1 2 3 4 5 

a. 1 3 7 8 11 
l.. 

b. 4 8 9 12-
'· 

c. 1 5 9 10 13 
\. 

d. 2 6 7 10 14 
'· 

Picking out the a(v),b(v),c(v),d(v) for each vertex v 

yields the interval representa·tion for D. 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

S. [1,8] [1,9] [3,9] [7,12] [3,4] [7,8] [8,9] [11,12] [11,12] 
I. 

T. [9,10] [1,14] [5,6] [5,7] [5,14] [9,14] [10,14] [1,2] [13,14] 
'· 

As mentioned earlier, there are less spread out 

representations than that generated by the algorithm in the 

proof. One such representation is 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

S. [1,4] [1,6] [3,6] [4,8 
\. 

] [1] [4] (6] [8] [8] 

T. [5,7] [1,9] [2,3] [2,5] 
I. 

[2,9] [5,9] [7,9] [2] [9] 

2~5. Interval digraphs and Ferrers dimension 

As mentioned in the introduction, the Ferrers dimension of D 

is the minimum number of Ferrers digraphs whose intersection 

is D. Theorem 2. 5 implies that Ferrers dimension at most 2 

is a necessary condition for an interval digraph. In this 
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section, we show that it is not a sufficient condition. 

Riguet [1951] originally 

algebraic condition. He 

defined Ferrers digraph by an 

showed it equivalent to the 

adjacency condi tior1s we have described by· obtaining a 

forbidden submatrix characterization of the adjacency matrix 

: D is a Ferrers digraph if and only if A(D) has no 2 by 2 

submatrix that is a permutation matrix. This is equivalent 

to the inclusion condition on the successor or predecessor 

sets. Let us call such a forbidden submatrix an obstruction. 

Cogis [1979] defined a graph H(D) whose vertices correspond 

to the 0' s of the adj aci::ncy matrix, with two such vertices 

joined by an edge if the corresponding 0' s belong to an 

obstruction. He proved that D has Ferrers dimension at most 

2 if and only if H(D) is bipartite. This equivalence yields 

a short proof of the permutation characterization of Ferrers 

dimension 2, because we can omit the more difficult step of 

showing that H(D) bipartite implies the other conditions. 

Theorem 2. 6. 'l'he following conditions are equivalent 

(A) D has F-:rrers dimension. at most. 2. 

(B) The ro~IJS and co!umns of A(D). can be Cl..ndepen..deniy.> 

permuted so t.hat n..o 0 has a 1 both bel.ow it. and to 

i t.s rieht. 

(C) The eraph H(D) of couples in D is bipartite. 
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Pr-oot'. The part (C) implies (A) i~ proved by Cogis [1979] 

and by Doignon, Ducamp and Falmagne [ 1984] . So we prove 

belov~ only the other tHo parts. 

(A) implies (B). Let F~, F
2 

be two Ferrers digraphs whose 

intersection is D~ with adjacency matrJ.' ces A A :1 , ?. • Let 

u
1

, ••• , un be the row ordering of A
1 

that, with some column 

ordering, put the 0' s of A<J.. in the lower left and its 1' s 

in the upper right. Let wi, ... , wn be the column ordering of 

A
2 

that, with some row ordering, put the O's of A
2 

in the 

upper right and its l's in the lower left. Put the rows of 

A(D) in the order u:t., ... , un and its columns in the order 

wi, ... , wn. We denote the matrix position corresponding to 

vertex pair u.w. as .t-I(u.w.), where M is any of A
1

,A
2

,A(D). 
1.. J 1.. J 

If A(D) (u.w.) = 0, then D = F:in F2 implies A1 (ui..w_i) = 0 or 
'· ,l 

A2 ( ui.. wj) = 0. If A~ (ui..wj) = 0, then A~ (u w.) = 0 for all 
r J 

r > i , and hence A(D)(u w.) = 0 for all r > i ' even though 
r J 

this column may be in a different position in A1.. and A(D). 

Similarly, if A
2

(u.w.) =0, then the remainder· of the row in 
1. J 

A(D) is 0. 

(B) implie1;i (C). Permute the rows· and columns of A(D) so 

that no 0 has a 1 both to its right and below. Let R be the 

set of 0' s having a 1 somet-1here below them, and let C be the 
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set of O's having a 1 somewhere to the right. For any 2 by 2 

submatrix forming a couple, the 0 J .s must be an R in the 

upper right and a C in the lower left; These are the only 

edges in 'H(D). Therefore His bipartite, with the O's having 

no 1 to the right or below generating isolated points. 

Exam.pl.e 2.6. Consider the digraph with the adjacency matrix 

below. By this theorem, this digraph has E'errers dimension 

at most 2. However, this matrix does not satisfy the 

condition of Theorem 2. 5 for being an in·terval digraph. This 

is the subject of our final theorem. 

Theorem 2 .. 7 .. 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

The in. t erva Z. di era phs ar~ proper l. -y· 

contained in the set of dieraphs with Ferrers dimen.$ion at 

most 2. 
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Proot~. Any permutation of A(D) "that satisfy condition (B) 

of Theoerem 2.5. also satisfy condition (B) of Theorem 2.6, 

so inclusion holds. For proper containment, we show that the 

digraph D of Example 2.5 is not an interval digraph. 

We claim there is no way to permute the rows and columns of 

A(D) so as to satisfy condition (B) of Theorem 2.5. First, 

note .that the O's of any obstruction must receive different 

labels; i.e. , they cannot be both R or both C. Therefore, 

when we consider the bipartite H(D), the partite sets of 

each component must be all R's or all C's. For this D, H(D) 

consists of one nontrivial component and one isolated vertex 

corresponding to (v
6

,-v
6

). Leaving the assignment of this 

label. unspecified, the tl-10 possibilities we must consider 

for the nontrivial component yield the assignments below. 

1 1 1 1 1 R R 1 1 1 1 1 C C 

1 1 1 1 1 1 R 1 1 1 1 1 1 C 

C 1 1 1 1 1 1 R 1 1 1 1 1 1 

C 1 1 1 1 C 1 R 1 1 1 1 R 1 

C C 1 1 R 0 R R R 1 1 C 0 C 

C C C 1 1 C 1 R R R 1 1 R 1 

Next, we obtain a forbidden configuration that appears in 

each of these assignments. Let a,b,c,d be rows and A,B,C,D 

be columns satisfying the follov?ing properties: 
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(1) R appears in positions (a,D),(b,D),(b,C), and the rest 

of rows a,b is 1. 

(2) C appears in positions (d,A), (d,B), (c,B), and the rest 

of columns A,B is 1. 

( 3) Row c has at least two R' s, and column C has at least 

two C's. 

We claim that no ordering of the rows and columns of a 

.labeled matrix containing rows a,b,c,d and columns A,B,C,D 

as specified can have only R's to the right of each R and 

only C's below each C. Suppose there is such an ordering. 

Row a forces column D to be right-most, and then row b 

forces column C to be next to it. Similarly, colwnn A forces 

row d at the bottom, and then column B forces row c 

immediately above it. But now the next to last diagonal 

position must be both R and C, since row c has at least two 

R's and column C has at least two C's. 

Consider the two potential assignments of R and C in A( D). 

For the assignment on the left, choose a, b, c, d to be rows 

3,1,6,7, respectively, 

respectively. For the 

and A, B, C, D to be columns 3, 1, 6, 7, 

assignment on the right, choose 

a,b,c,d to be rows 4,5,6,1, respectively, and A,B,C,D to be 

columns 4, 5, 6, 1, respectively. In each case, these choices 
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satisfy the requirements for the forbidden configuration. 

We note that the above example contains a submatrix of the 

form 

[ 
1 c 1 ] 
R 0 R 
1 c 1 [ 

1 R 1 ] c 0 c 
1 R 1 

and the presence of such configuration does not allow the 0 

in the v a v 
6 

position to become either an R or a C. and 

consequently it does not permit the given digraph to be an 

interval digraph. This poses the following questions ; 

Are the above conditions necessary for a digraph D to be a 

non interval digraph ? Are they sufficient '? 

These are the moot points of our discussion in the next 

Chapter. 
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CHAPTER - III 

AN I NTER.VAL DIGRAPH IN RELATION TO ITS ASSOCIATED 

BIPARTITE GRAPHS 

3 .. 1. Introduction. 

Recall that a digraph D(V,E) is a Ferre.rs digraph if ab.::: E 

and cd eE ~ad eE or cb eE, for all a,b,c,d e V. (Note that 

a or c may be equal to either b or d). It was Riguet [1951] 

who introduced Ferrers digraphs and cfi.aracterized these 

digraphs as those in which t.he successor sets (or 

equivalently the predecessor sets) are linearly ordered by 

inclusion. Any digraph D is ·the intersection of a (finite) 

number of Ferrers digraphs and the minimum cardinality of 

such Ferrers digraphs is the Ferrers dimension (F.D) of D. 

The digraphs with F.D.2 were characterized independently by 

Cogis [1979] and also by Doignon, Ducamp and Falmagne [1984] 

in different contexts. 

Ferrers digraphs were also characterized immediately from 

its definition by Riguet [1951] in terms of a forbidden· 

snbmatrix of its adjacency matrix. A 2x2 permutation matrix 

i.e. ' a submatrix of ·the form (6 ~). or (~ 6) is called an 
' 

obstruct.ion in the matrix. Alternatively,two edges xy and zt 

of D are said to belon~ to an obstruction, written xy~zt or 

xy*zt, if none of xt and zy belong t.o D.· i.e. xy e D, zt e D 

but xt ~ D and zy ~ D. Cogis calls them F-i..ncom.po.t..ab'te. A 

digraph D is a Ferrers digraph if a·nd only if A(D) has no 
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obstruction. In other words, the adjacency matrix has no 2x2 

submatrix that is a permutation matrix. In order to 

characteriBe a digraph of F. D. 2, Cogis [ 1979] defined an 

undirected graph H(D), the graph associated .Hil.b, Ih. whose 

vertices correspond to the l's of the adjacency matrix of D, 

the complement of D, with two such vertices (l~s) joined by 

an edge if the corresponding 1' s belong to an obstruction. 

Alternatively, the vertices of H(D) correspond to the O's cif 

A(D) with two such vertices (O's) joi'ned by an edge if they 

belong to a submatrix (~ ~) or (~ ~) in A( D). Cogis [1979] 

proved that a finite digraph D has Ferrers dimension 2 at 

most iff H(D) is bipartite. Then he used this result to 

obtain a recognition algorithm for a digraph of F.D. 2 in a 

polynomial time. The same characterization was obtained in a 

more general form by Doignon,Ducamp and Falmagne [1984] 

where the set is not restricted to be finite. The graph H(D) 

may have more than one (connected) component; besides it may 

have one or more isolated vertices (corresponding to the l's 

of ACD) which do not belong to any obstruction). The graph 

obtained by deleting the isolated vertices from H(D) is 

denoted by Hb (D) .. It is called the bare .s:r;aph associated 

wit~h D (Doig-non et.al.[1984]). 

It was proved in the previous chapter that a digraph of F.D. 

2 is. equivalent to the existence of independent row and 

column permutations of ·the adjacency matrix so that the 
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,-

resulting matrix has no 0 with a 1 below. it and another 1 to 

its right. In other words, corresponding to any zero in the 

rearranged matrix, either every entry below it is zero or 

every entry -to its right is zero (tor' being inclusive). W~ 

shall refer to this property as ~-property~ zeros for the 

rearranged adjacency matrix of the digraph and the 

rearranged matrix as an ~-matrix of the digraph. It is to 

be noted in this connection that in an F
2
-matrix, a pair of 

zeros forming an obstructio.n must ·have the form (~ ~), 

because the presence . of the other form (~ ~) . violates the 

F
2 
-property of zeros. It was also shown that an interval 

digraph is neces~arily a digraph of F.D.at most 2; but the 

converse is not true. As a matter of fact, it was proved 

that a digraph D is an interval digraph if and only if it is 

the intersection of two Ferrers digraphs whose union is 

complete ·or, equivalently, if and only. if -i :ts complement i5 

is the union of two disjoint Ferrers digraphs (since the 

complement of a Ferrers digraph is a Ferrers digraph). 

With reference to a particular realization of fi as the union 

of two Ferrers digraphs, c D being a digr~ph of -.F. D. 2) , we 

first introduce in this chapter the notion of interior edges 

of these two (Ferrers) digraphs. Then with the help of this 

concept we obtain ·some properties of a digraph of F.D.2 and 

then we show how the notion of interior edges are related to 

an fnterval digraph. 
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3. 2· Ini: .. erior edges 

We begin with the following well-known ·theorem. 

Theorem 3. 1 .• ( Cogis, Doignon et. al.) A digraph D is of 

Ferrers dimension at most 2 iff H(D) is bipartite. 

Let D(V,E) be a digraph of F.D.2 so that H(D) is a bipartite 

graph. l'le shall denote the set· of all isolated vertices of 

H(D) by I (H) or by I, and a bicolouration of Hb (D) by (Rl' c). 

Recall that a colouration of a graph is an assignment of 

colours to its vertices. so that no two adjacent points have 

the same colour. Naturally, a bicolurable graph uses tHo 

colours only. If .Hb (D) ·has more than one connected component 

H .. , ... ,H , a bicolouration of H will be denoted by (R, C.). 
:&. p p '· p ~ 1. 

It is evident that R =p Ri and c = ~ cl for some labelling 

of the bicolouration (R ,c.) of Hi. We shall also denote the 
1. I. 

elements of the sets R, c, R., C. or I by the corresponding 
1. 1. 

capital letters R,C,R,C. or I respebtively. We also note in 
1. 1. 

this connection t,;.hat the same symbols R, C,R, C. or I will be 
\. '· 

used to mean a 0 in A(D) and again a 1 in A(D) and the 

meaning will be evident from the context. The stable sets R. 
1. 

and C. Hill be called the fragments of H(D) ( Cogis calls 
1. 

them p-colours). The two fragments R. and C. (for the same. 
1. . \. 

i) will be called the conjuga·te of each other. For a digraph 

D ( V, E) of F. D. 2, D = G:t ( V, E:t) UG
2 

( V, E
2

) , where G1. and G
2 

are 

two Ferrers digraphs. Since. Gk's (k=1,2) are Ferrers 
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digraphs, any two edges of Gk ·cannot· form an- obstr-uction in 

A ( Gt) and so in A( G) • Since again Gt and G
2 

are subdigraphs 

of D, two edges ab and cd formins an obstruction in i5 must 

not belong to the same Gk (k =· 1,2). i.e. abe Et (or E
2

) ~ 

cd e E
2 

(or Et). Thus· if ~(D) has .more than one component 

Hi. ( i = 1 , ••• , p) , then given Gt ( V, Et )' and G
2 

( V, E
2

) whose 

union is D there exist some labelling 
p 

bicolouration of H. such that · R = n R. c E 
L . f L i 

'· 

(R ,c.) 
I. I. 

of the 
p 

and c = pc i. cE
2 

• 

So --if we want to cover i5 - by t.wo Ferrers digraphs, we 

should consider ·the fragments (R.JIC.) of H(D) 
t. '1. 

(which, in 

turn, yields a bicolouration of ~(D)). On the other hand, 

however, any bico.louration of Hb (D) does not necessarily 

lead, to a -covering of :i5 by - two Ferrers digraphs. It is 

easily verified by considering the simple digraph 

vt v2 va 

v 
t 

1 0 0 

v2 .o 1 0 

va 0 0 1 

For the digraph D, H(D) is the graph consisting of three 

v
1

v2 _ v:t v9 v
2 

v9 

I I I 
v2 vt v9 v1 va v2 

H(D) -

Fi8. 3.t. 
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If we consider R 
:1 = {v

1
v

2
} R2 - {v

9
v

1
} Rs = {v2vs}. 

c:i = {v2 v:t} c2 = {v:tvs} cs = {v9v2} 

then the bicolouration E:t = R
1

UR
2

UR
9 

and E2 = C
1

UC
2

UC
3 

does 

not lead to a covering of D into two Ferrers digraphs 

whereas it does if we choose E
1 

= R
1 
UC

2 
UR

3 
and 

E
2 

= C
1 
UR

2 
UC

9
• 

If any suitable bicolouration, however, yields a realization 

of D as the union of two Ferrers digraphs, then such a 

bicolouration will, in our thesis, be termed satisfactorY 

bicolouration. Cogis [1979] adopted a constructive method to 

show the existence of a satisfactory bicolouration of ~(D). 

As a - ruatt,er of. fact,, he obtained the particular 

bicolouration (R,C) in such a way that adjoining all the 

edges of I (H) to each of R and c yielded the required 

Ferrers digraphs realization G:t. and G
2 

so that D = G-t UG
2 

where G = R U I {H) 
1 

and G
2 

= c U I (H). This result was 

independently proved by Doignon et. al. [1984] in the more 

general case when ·the set of vertices is not necessarily 

finite. Indeed they also prove that in a certain restricted 

case any bicolouration of Hb(D) very well serves the 

purpose. 

In this chapter, by a configuration .Qf .en adjacency matrix A, 

we shall mean a submatrix of A obtained by any (independent) 

permutation of rows and of columns. But by a configuration 
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of an .J;-matrix A, we shall, for ·convenience, mean a 

submatrix of A upto (independent) permutation of rows and 

columns so long as' the rearranged permuted matrix retains 

its F
2 
-matrix structure (with the same labelling of R~. and 

Ci). In order to prove Theorem 3.1, Cogis[1979] first 

obtained the following important property of a digraph of 

F.D.2. As we shall also often require this powerful property 

in our assertions, we state this property in the form of a 

proposition. 

Proposition 3.1. Let D(V,EJ be a dieraph of F.D.2 and A 

be a fraem.ent of H(D:J; AZ.so 1..et both xx' and 'jry•· are in A. 

Then 

(i) {xy' ,yx' }~ {(I(H) U A}~~ 

(ii) if xy•, yx' e E then {xy' ,yx'} ~ A ~ ~· 

In the language of submatrix, this means that the presence 

of a configuration in A(D) 

implies that at least one • 'must be an A or I and the 

presence of a configuration 

x' y' 

implies that at least one 0 must be an A. 
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While · the recognition of a digraph of F. D. 2 requires the 

realization of its complement as the union of two Ferrers 

digraphs G:t and G
2

, not necessarily disjoint, such that. D = 
Gi U G

2
, for an interval digraph recognition, however, the 

problem is to cover its complement by two Ferrers digraphs 

which should necessarily be disjoint,, D = H:t UH
2

, H:111H
2 

= ¢. 

This is equivalent to adjoining eve.t•y edge I e I (H) into 

only one of the two digraphs G
1 

( V, R) and G
2 

( V, C) for some 

bicolouration (R,C) of H0 (D) so that they become two 

disjoint Ferrer
1
s digraphs. 

3~2.1. In the following, we prove some elementary properties 

of a digraph of F. D. 2, which will be required in the sequel. 

Proposition 3.2. Let D be a di.eraph of F. D. 2. Then a 0 of 

A(D.> is an. isolated vertex of HCD.>, ifj there exists an. 

F -matrix of D s'Uch that no t l i..es be~Oltl or to the rieht of 
2 

the correspondin.e zero in the matrix. 

Sut'f'icency .. Let the rearranged matrix satisfying 

the F
2

- property of zeros be denoted by A = (alj). I1et a 

position a .. in A be 0 with all the elements to the right of 
l.J 

a. . in the i -th row and all the elements below a. . in the 
l.J tJ 

j-th column being 0. Evidently, a. . cannot haYe any 
'-J 

obstruction Hith any 0 to the right of j-th column or any 0 

below i-th row. Now consider a zero above the ith row and to 
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t.he left of the j-th column. Then· since the matrix satisfies 

F
2 
-property, the two 0' s cannot form an obstruction. Hence 

the zero corresponding to a . is an isolated vert,ex in H (D) . 
~J . 

Necessi t.y. Let D be a digraph of F.D.2 and let a zero of 

A(D) be an isolated vertex in H(D). Call it I. Rearrange the 

adjacency matrix to an F
2
-matrix B. Then either every 

element to the right of I is 0 or every element below I is 

0. First suppose that every element to the right of I is 0. 

We shall show that the row corresponding to I can be 

sufficiently.shifted so as to satisfy the condition of the 

proposition. Let a position below I be 1. Since I does not 

belong to any obstruction all the 2X2 submatrix with these I 

and 1 must not be · (1 I) c1f the form 0 1 . That is, it must be of 

one of the forms (i i) (g i) or (0 IJ 1 1 . Since the 

matrix is an F -
2 

mat.rix we can easily see that the row 

corresponding to I may be shifted to a position when all 

elements below I are 0 (and the F
2
-property is retained).• 

Recall from 'l'heorem 2.7 that a digraph D is of F;D. at most 

2 iff A(D) can be rearranged in the form of an F
2 
-matrix. 

Also recall from the proof of the same theorem that the 

zeros of the F
2
-matrix are classified in such a way that 

R is the set of zeros having a 1 somewhere below them and 

C is the set of zeros having a 1 somewhere to its right. For 

any 2X2 submatrix forming an obstrtlction, the 0' s must be an 
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R in the upper right and a C in the lower left and these are 

the only edges in ·the bipartite graph H (D) , with two 0' s 

having no 1 to the right or below generating isolated 

points. These R' s togethe.r with the above 0' s generating 

isolated points yields a Ferrers digraph G:e. and the G' s 

together with those O's yields another Ferrers digraph G
2 

so 

that D = Gt UG
2

• Again note that t.here . may be an R which. has 

no obstruction with a C and vice versa so tha·t some R' .s and 

C' s may again be isolated points in H(D). Hence if Hb (D) 

has more than one component H.' 1.. 
f\,CD).- U Hi for some 

bicolouration (R. , c. ) of H. in the above F -matrix any R. 
1. I. 1. 2 ' '!. 

has only R.'s and/or isolated vertices to its right and any 
,1 

C. has only C.'s · and/or isolated vertices below it. Also 
1. J ' 

any two members R~.. and ci. belonging to two conjug_ate 

fragments such that (R,C) is -an edge in H(D) must appear as 

a submatrix (1 
ci. R.J 1\. in the above F

2 
-matrix of A(D) 

appear in the upper right and C. in the lower left) . ,_ 

Let {R,C) be a satisfactory bicolouration of Hb(D) leading 

to a realization of D = Gt ( V ,E
1

) U G
2 

(V, E
2

) where E
1 

= R U 

I(H) and E
2 

= C U I(H). Let the rows and columns of A(G~) be 

so arranged that all the ones are clustered in the upper 

right. Similarly, the rows and columns of 

arranged that all the ones are clustered in the lower left. 
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l 
0 

Definition 3.1. An edge corresponding to an Ie G is said to 
. i 

be an interior edge of G:t, denoted by Ir, if there exists a 

configuration of the form (~~)in A(G
1
); similarly, an I 

e G
2 

is said to be an interior edge of G2 , denoted by Ic, if 

there exists a configuration of. the form ( i g ) in A(G
2

). 

Wi·th reference to a particular realization of D as the union 

of G:i and G
2

, D = Gi. UG
2

, the set of all interior edges of G:t 

will be called interior Qf ~ and will be denoted by Ir- (Gi) 

or I and all interior edges of G will be called interior 
r 2 

Qf ·~ and wlll be denoted by I c ( G
2

) or I c. Note that the 

sets I and I· are identified with· reference to a particular 
r c 

realization of D and will change if the realization 

changes. 

Proposition 3.3. Let D be a dieraph of F.D.c. Then for a 

sct.t isfac tory bicoi..ourat ion of H CD:> 
b· 

the fo~ ~owine t )J/0 
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corv:J.7: t ions are equ i "llt2l. en t. 

and 

(ii) A(D) contains a configuration of the form 

[ i i ~ ] 
C R I 

(wit.h respect to the same bicolourat;ion). 

Proof. c i.iJ r::::::> c i) follows immediately from the definition 

of I and I . 
t:' c 

(:: 1: ~> ~ (- i i) • Let I e I ,..., I . Then this I belongs to the 
:r c 

[ RI] [co] configurations 0 R and 1 C in A(G-t) and A(G
2

) 

respectively. From the Proposition 3,1, it follows that the 

adjacency matrix A(D) of D contains both the configurations 

["RORI] :-:!nd [CO] ~ IC as well. Combining these two we can say that 

A(D) has a configuration of the form 

x' y' z' 

X C 0 
y R I C 
z 0 R 

where ' ·' means we are yet to conclude anything abou·t 

whether it is 0 or 1 (exclusively or inclusively). Let, if 

possible, the . ' in the xx' position be 1. Then this 1 

must· be either R or C or I. If it is R or I, ·then t.he 

configuration· 
x' y' 

in A(D) has a corresponding configuration in A(G
1

) given by 
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x' y• 

~ [TT 
This yields. an obstruction in A( Gi) which is not possible. 

Similarly, if it is C or I, then the configuration 

x' z' 
X~ yf 0 i 

in A(G
2

) gives us an obstruction which is again not 

possible. So the '-'in the xx' position must be 0. 

Similarl:r·, the < , in the zz' position must be 0. Thus A(D) 

has a configuration 

x' y' z' z' x' y' 

Yx rmcr 0
c i 1 tl or equ va en y 

z 0 R 0 
~ ry-n 
y I c R ! 

and accordingly A(D) has a configuration 

1 1 R 
1 1 c 
C R I • 

Proposition 3.4. Let D be a dieraph oj F.D.2. If 

I l~ (i I c ~ <P for a certa1~ n. satisfactory bico~o?..lration. of 

Hb(D) then the sct.m.e i.s tr'U.e for any other sat isfac tor~~ 

bicolo~trat ion. of Hb CD:>. 

To prove this we require the following lemma; 
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Lewna 3. 1~ Let D be a digraph of F.D.2 and the rearranged 

F
2
-matrix A have a configuration of any of the forms 

x' y' z' x.' y' z' 

X 1 1 X X 1 1 X 
( i) y 1 1 y (ii) y 1 1 y 

z R1. R2 I z ci c 
2 

I 

x' y' z' x· y' .,.. 
;c. 

X 1 1 R~ X 1 1 c 
1 

(iii) y 1 1 R2 (iv) y 1 1 c 
2 

2i X y I 2i X y I 

where X and Y are two distinct f.ragments of H(D) and I is 

such that no 1 lies below or to the right of it. Then in 

each case A has a configuration of the form. 

1 1 R. 
\, 

1 1 C. 
J 

ck R I m 

Proof. We shall prove tha·t in cases ( i) and ( ii) A has a 

configuration of the form 

1 X 
1 1 y 
Ck Rm I 

By taking ·the converse of the digraph D and by interchanging 

the labelling of R. and C. it will follow tha·t in cases ( iv) 
1. 1. 

and {iii) A has a configuration 

1 1 c 
m 

X' Y' I 

where X' and Y' are the conjugate of X and Y respectively. 
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Then the existence of any of the four forms ·in A will imply 

the existence of the form 

1 R. 
'-

1 1 C. 
J 

Ck Rm I 
and the lemma v:dll be proved. 

Case(i). The matrix A has a submatrix 
w' x· 

zllR; 
w I c:f. 1"' 

This C
1 

must be below and to the left of the given R:1, as 

noted in the introduction for a digraph of F.D.2. So A has a 

configuration w' x' y' z 

X 1 1 
y 1 1 y 
;;:: 1 R:i R2 I 

w c 1 
:1 

where < , means we are ;Vet to .be definite whether this 

entry is 1 or 0. Since H1 and H
2 

are two dist,inct components 

of ~(D). so xw' and yw' positions are both 1 and wy' 

position is 0. Again since · X and Y are two distinct 

fragments of H(D), SO WZ I is 0. So the above configuration 

takes the form 

w' x' y' z• 

X 1 1 1 X 
y 1 1 1 y 
z 1 R:t R2 I 

w c:t 1 0 0 

Again A has a submatrix 
v' x.' y' 

z I 1 R. R2 1 

v c2 1 
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Since H
1 

and H
2 

are two distinct components, so vx' is 0. 

Now two subcases arise regarding the po.si tions of v-row 

and·w-row 

(a) when w-row lies above v-row and (b) when v-row lies 

above w-row. Below we consider only the subcase (a) ; the 

other subcase (b) can be similarly proved and hence is 

omitted. 

Subcaseco.J when w-row l.ies above v-row. In.this case A 

has a configuration 

v' w' x' y' z' 

X 1 1 1 X 
:v 1 1 1 y 
z 1 1 R1 R2 I 

w ci 1 0 0 

v c2 0 1 0 

That vz' is 0 follows from the fact that X and Y are 

distinct and vx' is 0. Since wy'* vx',they are not I's and 

since ·there is a 1 below wy' , it must be an R . Thus a m 

configuration of A is 

w' y' z' 

X 1 1 X 
y 1 1 y 
w c:a. R 0 

m 

' The case (i) will be proved if now we can show that wz' is 

an I. If not, then there must be an entry pp' such that 

wz' * pp' , so that two possibilities arising out of the 

·obstruction are 

p' z' 

w~ 
p ·I o i 
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We first consider the first possibility to arrive at a 

contradiction for the first possibility a configuration 

is 

w 

p 
v 

v' w' x' p' 

1 
1 
R:t 
1 1 

0 
0 

y' z' 

1 X 
1 y 
R2 I 

R 0 m 

1 
1 0 

The p' -column in the above configuration has been. taken 

preceding to y' -column, because wy' -is R and no 1 can lie m. 

to the right of a R. Since ·ww' is c:f. and xw' , yw' ' zw' are 

all 1' w-row cannot occur preceding to any of X, y and 

z-rows. So none of the positions xp' and yp' is 0, because-

of the F 
2 
-propert~r of the configuration. Again, because X 

and Y are two distinct frasment .. s of ~ (D), none of tl'lese 

position can be 1. So wz' is an I. 

For the other possibility 
z' p' 

prlQ 
w 1 o 1 

a possible configuration is 

v'. w' x' 
p 
X 1 1 
y 1 1 
z 1 1 R 
w c 

:1 
1 

v c2 b 

z' 
1 
X 
y 
I 
0 

0 

p' y' 
0 

1 
1 
R 

1 R m 
1 

The p'-column and so z'-column has been taken preceding to 
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y' -column because wy' is R and no 1 can lie to the right of 
m 

it. Again the p-row has been taken above x and y rows · 

because otherwise 

z' p' 

~ 1 r ! 
violates F

2
-property. There is no particular fixed ordering 

between x'~column and z'-column. Now, neither of xp' and yp' 

is 0 because of F
2
-property and also since X and Y are 

distinct, none of them is 1. So wz' is an I and case (a) is' 

proved. 

Case(ii). The matrix A has a submatrix 

y' w' 

w~ 
z I C

2 
1 ... 

This R
2 

must lie above and to the right of the given C
2

, as 

observed in the introduction. So A has a configuration 

x' y' w' z' 
X 1 X 
y 1 1 y 
w 1 R2 
z c 

:f. c2 1 I 

Since H:t and H
2 

are two distinct components of Hb (D), wx' 

position is 0 and the positions xw' and yw' are 1. Again 

since X and y are two dis·t.inct fragments of I H(D), so wz' is 

0. So A takes the form x' ::v· w' z' 

X 

y 1 1 1 y 
w 0 1 R2 0 

z c:f. c 
2 

1 I 
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Again, A has a configuration 

x' y• v' 
R 

c 1 
2 

·This R
1 

must lie above and to the right of the given C
1

• 

Since H,._ and H
2 

are distinct, v7' is 0. Now two cases arise 

regarding the positions of v-row and w-row; 

(a) when v-row lies above w-row. 

configuration 

The w-row has 

otherwise from 

x' y' 

X 1 1 
y 1 1 
v 1 0 

w 0 1 

z c 
:l. 

c 
2 

been taken below 

w 
x or y 

rf-f 
I i i 

v' 

Rt 

1 

X 

it follows that the entry in 

In this case, A has a 

w' ~· " 
1 X 
1 y 

R2 0 

1 I 

and ;y-rows, because 

wx'-position violates 

F
2 
-property. Now vy• * wx' . Since there is a 1 to the right 

of wx'-position, so this must be a C. Thus a configuration 
m 

of A is 

x' li' z' 
X 1 1 X 
y 1 1 y 
w c . R2 0 

m 

The case (ii) will be proved if now we can show that wz'is 

an I. If not, then there must be an entry pp' such that 

wz' * pp' , so that two possibilities arising out of this 
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obstruction are 

p' z, 

wll"Q 
p I a i 

We first consider the first .possibility to arrive at a 

contradiction For the first possibility a configuration 

is 

x' y' v' p' w' z• 

X 1 1 1 
'Y 1 1 1 y 
v 1 0 R:~. 
w c 1 1 Rz 0 m 
p o· 1 
z c 

1 c2 1 1 I 

The p'-column in the above configuration has 

preceding to w'-column, for otherwise 

w• p• 

violates F
2
-property. Since wx' is C and xx' , 

rn 
I 

been taken 

are 1, 

w-row cannot occur preceding to any of x and y-rows. So none 

of the positions xp' and yp' is 0, because of the 

F
2
-property of the configuration. Again, .because X and Y are 

two distinct fragments of f\_ (D), none of the positions can 

be 1. So wz' is an I. For the other possibility 

a possible cohfiguration is 
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x' y• v' ... 
'"' 'p' w' 

p 0 
X 1 1 X 1 
y 1 1 y 1 
v 1 0 R 

:1. 

w c 1 0 1 R2 m 

z c:1. c 
'2 

1 I 1 

Since ww' is R
2

, p'-column and so z'-column has been taken 

preceding to w' -column. Again p-row has been taken above x 

and y-rows because otherwise 

z' w' xml y y 1 
p 1 -

violates F
2 
-property. Now, neither of xp• and yp' is 0 

because of the F
2
-property· and also since X and Y are 

distinct, none of them is 1. So wz' is an I and case (a) is 

proved. • 

Proof of Proposition 3.4. Let, for a certain satisfactory 

bicolouration of Hb (D), I ni ;;z! 4> . Then it follows from 
r c 

the proposition 3.3 that A has a configuration 

[ ~. 
1 

R, ] 
1 C. 

.l 
R I 

m 

for the given bicolouration. It may so happen that by a 

different satisfactory bicolouration, the above I fails to 

become an interior edge to both the realized Ferrers 

digraphs. This is possible only when the given configuration 

takes any of the four forms in the · lemma 3. 1 by the new 

bicolouration. But in ·those cases, the lemma shows that 
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there ~?xists a configuration of the form 

[ ~ 1 
R, ] 

1 C. 
J 

ck R I 
m 

with reference to the new bicolouration and accordingly 

I n I .~ ~ also for the new bicolouration. • 
r c 

Theorem ·3. Zs Let D be o. dieraph of F.D.2 and l.et H. 
:f. 

and H. are sv.bdieraphs of D ei..ven by N = R U I and 'H = 
2 i. l" 2 

C U I . Then both N. and H are Ferrers diero.phs. 
c :1 2 

Proof.. We will show that 

xx' e H , yy' e H. ~ xy' e H. or y x' e · H. 
I. '!. 'L 1,. 

(i=1,2) 
I 

We shall prove it for the digraph Hi and. the other digraph 

will similarly follow. For the two edges xx' and yy' 

belonging to H there are three possible alternatives 
:1 

( i) both of ·them are R ( ii) one is R and other is I 
r 

(iii) both of them are I . We consider the three cases 
r-· 

below separately. 

Case (i) Let x' y' 

;~· 
be a configuration of A(D). Two subcases aris.e : either the 

positions xyJand YX 1 are both 0 or one· only of .them is 1, 

because presence of the configuration 

x' y• 
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shows that xx'* yy• which is not possible, since they have 

the same colour. 
(a) Let yx• be 1 then xy' is not 1. So 

; I x' ~ 
is a configuration of A(D). If xy' is an I, then it.follows 

that it is an I . If xy' is not an I, then it follows that. 
l' 

xy' is R (Proposition 3.1). 

(b) Now assume that both xy' and yx' are 0. i.e. 
x' y' 

~ IT1 
Then either xy' or yx' is R (Proposition 3.1). 

Case(ii) Let x' y' 

X R 
y I· 

r 

be a configuration of A(D). As earlier, two subcases arise: 

(a) Let yx' (or xy') be 1 then xy' (or yx') is 0, and so the 

two possible configurations are 

x'. y' y' x' 

~m r & 

We shotv below that Y7hen yx' is 1 then xy' is either R or I . 
r 

Since I is an interior edge, so A(D) must have a 
r 

configuration 
z' y' 
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So 

is a configuration of A{D). The zero in the position xy' is 

an I or R or C. If xy' is a C then it can be seen that any 

possible permutation of the two rows and columns in the 

above configuration violates the condition of an F2 -matrix. 

Next when xy' is an I, the configuration 

x' 2i • 

shows that zx' is either 1 orR (Proposition 3.1). Now from 

the configuration x' 2i' 

it follows that zx' is not R. So it must be 1. Hence 

x' y' 

X [R.'""l 
z I 1 R 

shows that xy' is an I 
r of G:t. The 0 in the other 

possible configuration y' x' 

~rD 
can be similarly seen to be eit~her R or I . Thus in any case 

r-

the 0 in t.he configuration is an R or I and the theorem is 
r 

proved for the case. (a) . 
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(b) Now;assurne that both x:v' and :vx' are 0, so that 

x• y• 

X fT1 y I 
r 

is a configuration of A(D). Both of them are not c 

(Proposition 3.1). If one is R then nothing is to be proved. 

Now, let one of them, say x.:y' , be I. The case when yx' is I 

can similarly be taken care of. For the interior edge I 
r 

on yy'-position, A(D) must have a configuration 

So we have 

From the configuration 

z' y• 

x' z' y' 

X 
y 

z 

R 
0 R 

1 

x• y' 

X rRI 
z I :.: R 

I 
I 

R 
r 

it follows that zx' must be either 1 orR (Proposition 3.1). 

If zx' is 1, then it immediately follows that xy' is an 

interior edge I . If zx' is R, then the configuration 
r 

shows that yx' is either R or I 
r 

[Case (i)]. 
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Case (iii). Let 
' xrr;-= 

y I - I r 

be a configuration of A(D). As earlier, the positions xy' 

and yx' are both 0 or only one of them is 1. 

(a) If yx' is 1 then xy' is 0 and 

x' y' 

x~r 0 
y 1 I 

l" 

is a configuration of A{D). For the interior edges I on xx' 
t' 

and yy' positions, there must exist configurations of the 

form 
w' x• Z' y' 

w m & z m X ~ y I 
r 

So A(D) has a configuration .,., 
tij w' x' y• 

z 1 R 
w 1 R 
X R I 0 

l' 

!l R 1 I 
r 

The z-row and the w- row cannot coincide, because in that 

case the configuration 

z' x' 
z=w r1R 

Y I R. i 

shows that wx'* yz', which is not possible since they have 

the same colour. Similarly, a' -column and w• -column are 
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distinct. From the configuration 

x' y' 

it follows [by case ( ii) ]that wy• is either R or I . 
r 

So 

A(D) takes the form 

z' w' x' y' 

z 1 R 
w 1 R R /I r 
X R I 0 

r 

y R 1 I 
r 

Now the configuration 

shows that xy' is either R or I 
r 

[by cases (i) & (ii)]. 

The other possibility whe.n xy' is 1 can be taken. care of 

similarly. 

(b) Next, let both ,xy' and yx' be O.i.e. A(D) has a 

configuration 
x• y' 

X ~ y I 
r 

By Proposition 3.1, both xy' and yx~ cannot be c. So one 

must be I or R. If it is R, then the theorem is proved. 

Let, one of xy• and yx' • say, xy• ; be I. For the interior 
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edges I on xx' and yy• positions, there must exist configu-r· . 

rations of the form 
w' x' wmR 

X R I 
1" 

in A{D). As earlier, z-row (z'-column) and w-row (w'-column) 

are distinct. So A(D) has a configuration 
z' w' x• y• 

z 1 R 
w 1 R 
X R I I 

r 

y R 0 I 
r 

For the configuration 
w• y• 

X ~ y I 
r' 

if yw' is 1 then it follows t.hat xy' is I [by case ( iia)] 
r 

and the theorem is proved ; if yw' is 0 then by case (iib), 

yw' is either R or I . 
r 

From the submatrix 

So A(D) takes the 
z' w' 

z 1 
w 1 
X R 
y R R/I 

w' x' 

wilR 
Y I R/Ir 0 

x' 

R 
I 

r 

0 
t" 

form 
y' 

R 

I 

I 
r 

it follows that yx' is either R or I [cases (i) & (ii}]. 
r 
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Theorem :3. 3. Let D be a die"raph of F. D. c. lf D is an. 

inter-va~ di.er-aph. then for- an1' sat '~sjac tor-~,1 bicolo'lU'at ion of 

I fi I = ¢. 
r c 

Proof. Let, if possible, Ir .fi Ic ¢ ¢ for some 

satisfactory bicolouration of Hb (D)·. Then there exist an I e 

I (H) such tha·t I e I rr I . It follows that I is an interior 
I' c 

edge of both the Ferrers digraphs G
1 

and G
2 

where G
1

=R UI(H) 

and G = C 0 I (H). 
2 

First .consider the case when Hb (D) 

consists of one component only. Since the bicolouration of 

Hb (D) is unique, R' s and C' s must belong exclusively to 

G
1 

and G
2 

respectively for any realization of :5 as the 

union of tvw Ferrers digraphs G:t and G
2

; it, follows that ·the 

concerned I cannot be excluded from either of G:t. and G
2 

for 

any such realization of D. Hence :5 cannot be expressed as 

the union of two disjoint Ferrers digraphs and accordingly D 

cannot be an interval digraph. 

Next., when f\, (D) has mo·re than one component, if I :r rr I c ~ 1> 

for some satisf actol.'Y bicolouration·, then the digraph D 

. cannot be decomposed into two (disjoint) Ferrers digraphs 

with respect to the given bicolouration. 'fhen the theorem 

follows from the Proposition 3.4 that I n I ~ 4> fol:' a 
1.' c 

bicolouration implies In I 
r c for any satisfactory 

bicolouration.• 

That the converse of the above theorem is not ·t.rue follows 

from the follo~.;ring counter-example 
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Exam.pl.e 3.t. Consider· the di.[graph. DCV,E:l w1"\ose adjacency 

matrix is eiven by 

vi v2 va v4 v'5 vc; v 
7' ve 

v1. 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

v2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 

v 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
9 

v4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

v '5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

vc; 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 

v? 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

VB 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

This is a digraph of F.D.2 and H
0

(D) has only one component 

for this digraph. By labelling the O's in terms of R's, C's 

and I's, A( D) takes the form 

vt v2 v.9' v4 v!S v6 v? ve 

v:J.. 1 1 1 1 1 R R R 

v2 1 1 1 1 c 1 I R 

va 1 .1 1 '1 c 1 1 R 

v4 1 R R R I R I R 

v'5 c 1 R R. I R I I 

vc; c 1 1 1 c 1 c 1 

v? c c 1 1 I R I I 

VB c c c 1 c 1 I I 

The set of interior edges of G = R UI (H) ·and G = CUI {H) are 
1.. 2 

I r (G:I.) = ~ v
4

v
7

, v
5 

v
7

, v
5

v
9

, v7v8 ~ and Ic (G2) = ~· v
5

v
5

, 

v
7
v

5
, v

7
v

7
, VBV7 }· It is seen that Irt I = 1> for this 

r c 

digraph. If H:t = R u I and H2 = c 0 I c' then H:tU H2 ;;..: D 
r 

and the two edges ':
4 

v
5 

and v
2 
v

7 
lie outside H

1 
U H

2
• 
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The following representation of H and H
2 

alongwi th ·t,he two 
. ~ . 

edges v
4

v
5 

and v2v~ in the form of a matrix makes it clear. 

H = :1 

' 
I 

I 

R 

I 

R 

I 

R 

R 

r 

r 

H = 
2 

vi 

v4 
va 

va 

v5 

vc; 

v? 
vs 

I 

~--------------~--------~ 

Since the bicolouration is unique, H
1 

and H
2 

must be 

contained exclusively in any two decomposed Ferrers 

digraphs of D. Nevertheless, the edges _v
2
v

7 
cannot be 

adjoined to any of · H
1 

or H
2 

to make them Ferrers digraphs 
I 

again. Hence it is not possible to cover D by two disjoint 

Ferrers digraphs and accordingly D is not an interval 

digraph. 
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CHAPTER - IV 

CIRCULAR-ARC DIGRAPHS 

4. 1.. Introduct.ior1 

A digraph is a circular-arc digraph if it is the 

intersection digraph of ~ family of ordered pairs of arcs on 

a circle. In chaptel:: -II, we gave several characteriza-

tions of interval digraphs. The purpose of this chapter is 

to g·i ve corresponding characterizations of circular-arc 

digraphs. We will also give another characterization of • 

interval digraphs.' 

A 0, !-matrix has the consecutive ~ property .f..Q.l: ..t:QH.§. 

[columns] 'if its columns [rows] can be permuted so that the 

1' s in_ each row [column] are consecutive. We can replace· 

"consecutive" by "circular" in the definition to obtain the 

circular ~ propertsc ; by 1' s being "circular", we mean 

their positions are consecutive when we view the positions 

as a cycle, with the first row· (or column) following the 

last. Due to Helly property for intervals on the real line 

(a pairwise intersecting family of intervals has a common 

point),· a graph .is an interval graph if and only if the 

incidence matrix between its vertices and maximal cliques 

has the consecutive ones property for columns. The analogous 

circular ones property for columns of the incidence matrix 

The major part of ·this chapter has been published in ~ Gr. 

~ 13 (1989) 581-592. 
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is a sufficient but, not a necessary condition for a 

circular-arc graph. In par·ticular, deleting a triangle from 

a con1plete graph on 6 vertices yields a · circular:...arc graph 

for Hhidl this condition fails.. For circular-arc digraphs, 

the situation is similar, we get a sufficient but not 

necessary condition from the circular ones property for the 

adjacency matrix, as seen in Sec.4.2. 

Nevertheless, Tucker's characterization of circular-arc 

graphs has. an analogue for circular-arc digraphs. He 

introduced a concept. called the quasi-circular ones 12roperty 

for a 0.1-mat.rix. This property uses· cons eo uti ve 

appearances of 1's in both rows and columns. Given a 

0-1, matrix A, let V. [W.] be the 1' s appearing consecutively 
I. J 

in row i [column j], starting with the first 1 on or after 

the main diagonal and wrapping around (if possible) until 

the first 0 is reached. Then A has the quasi-circular ~ 

property· if the union of the sets V. and W. cover all -the 
t. l 

ones in A. In particular, let.the auemented adja.ce».cy m.atr-ix 

A*(G) of a graph be the adjacency matrix (0, 1-matrix with 

* a .. = 1 if v.v. e E), together ·with a .. = 1. For A (G), the 
I..J l. J u. 

sets V. and W. all start at the main diagonal. Tucker [1971] 
l. J ' ' 

proved that G is a circular-arc graph if and only if its 

vertices can be indexed so that A* (G) has the qu.:tsi -circular 

ones property. 
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To obtain an analogous characterization of· circular-arc 

digraphs, we need some additional concepts. A stair 

partition of a ma.trix is .a partition of its positions into 

two sets (L,U) by a polygonal path from the upper left to 

the lower right; such that the set L is closed under 

leftward or downward movement, and the set U is closed under 

rightward or upward movement. Equivalently, 0 corresponds to 
.~\ 

the non-zero positions in some upper triangular matrix and L 

to the non-zero positions in some lower triangular matrix. 

The polygonal path will be called a stair Qf the matrix. 

A 0,1-matrix A has the generalized linear ~-property if 

it has a stair partition ( L, U) su.ch that the 1' .s in U are 

consecutive and appear leftmost in each row and l's in L are 

consecutive and appear topmost in each column. We will prove 

. in Sec.4.3 that D is an interval digraph if and only if the 

rows and columns of its adjacency matrix can be permuted 

independently so that the resulting matrix has the 

generalized linear ones property. We prove this theorem by 

verifying that the generalized linear ones property is 

equivalent to one of the conditions given in Theorem 2.5 in 

chapter -II. In particular, a 0,1-matrix has the 

po.rt 1: t i.onabl.e 2eros propei't-:.,• if each 0 can be replaced by 

one of {R,C~ in such a way that every R has only R's to its 

right and every C has only C's below it. 
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This characterization of interval digraphs does extend to 

circular-arc digraphs in the manner one would hope. Given a 

0, 1-matrix A and a stair partition (1, U), let V. [W.] be the 
I. J 

l's in row i. that begin at the stair and continue rightward 

[downward] (around if possible) until the first 0 is 

reached. Then A has the generalized circular ~& property 

if it has a stair partition (L, U) such that the V. 's and 
I. 

W.'s together cover all l's of A. In Sec.4.3, we prove that 
J 

a digraph D is a circular arc digraph if and only if t.he 

rows and columns of its adjacency matrix can be permuted 

independently. so that the resulting matrix has the 

generalized ci.rcular ones property. Note how · this 

corresponds to Tucker's characterization an augmented 

adjacency matrix with the quasi-circular ones property has 

the generalized circular ones property with the stair 

partition in which U consists of the main diagonal and the 

positions above it, and the doubly -directed digraph of a 

circular-arc graph l'~i th a loop at each vertex has a 

circular-arc· repl:.'esentation by putting both S and T equal v v 

to the arc assigned to v in the . original circular-arc 

representat.ion. 

In section 4.4, we discuss the relationship between Ferrers 

dimension and circular-arc digraphs. The characterization of 

circular-arc digraphs described above implies that the 
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complement of every intersection of two Ferrers digraphs is 

a circular-arc digraph. Also, there are circular-arc 

digraphs of arbitrarily large Ferrers dimension, but there 

are complementary digraphs of Ferrers dimension 3 that are 

not circular-arc digraphs. 

4.2~ Elementary characterizations 

Recall that a ( 0, 1) ·matrix l1 is said to have the circular 

ones property for rows (or columns) if the columns (or rows) 

of .M can be permuted so that the ones in each row (or 

column) are circularly consecutive. In sec.2.3, we gave an 

elementary sufficient condition for interval digraphs in 

terms of the adjacency matrix. In fact, D has an 

intersection representation by intervals in which all 

terminal sets are single points if and only if its adjacency 

matrix has the consecutive ones property for rows. 

Analogously, we have a sufficient condition for circular-arc 

digraphs that characterizes .those with similarly restricted 

representations : 

Theorem 4. 1 e A dieraph D (V ,E) has an. intersect ion 

represen.tat ion. by a c?2rcul.ar -arcs in Mhich al. Z. term.in.al. 

arcs are sin.el.e points. if and on.l.y if its adjacency matrix 

has the circu.l.ar on.es propert.y for rows Cor col.um.n.s.). 
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Proofo D has such a representation if and only if there are 

arcs $(v) and points t.(v) in [0,1) such that uv E E- if and 

only if t(v) e S(v), where we may assume the t(v) 's are 

distinct. These exist if and only if numbering the vertices 

in circular order of t(v) exhibits the circular ones 

property for rows of the adjacency matrix. • 

This condition is not necessary in general, as shown by the 

following example. 

Example 4.1. Consider the digraph D(V,E) given in Fi~. ~.1, 

consisting of a two -directional path along vertices 

1,2,3,4,5 plus a loop at 3. 

Fie. 4.1 
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Its adjacer.tcy . matrix A(D) appears below. 

[~ 
1 0 0 

n 0 1 0 
1 1 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 

This matrix does not, have circular ones p.roperty for rows 

(or columns), but D has the following circular arc 

representation 

i 

S. 
\. 

T. 
t 

1 2 

{-2} {1} 

{1} {-2} 

3 4 5 

[-2,0] {2} {-1} 

[0,2] {-1} {2} 

From the representation, we see that this is not ·only a 

circular-arc digraph, but in fact an interval digraph. 

To obtain an elementary characterization of ·interval 

. digraphs we defined generalized complete bipartite sub

digraph ( GBS) of a digraph D to be a sub digraph generated 

by vertEm. sets X, Y whose edges are all xy such that x e X, 

y e Y. (X,Y are not necessarily disjoint) If B = {(~,Yk)} 
is a collection of GBS's whose union is D, then the 

vertex-source incidence matrix for B (V ,X-mat,rix) is the 

incidence matrix between the vertices (indexing the rows) 

and the source sets {~} (indexing the columns). Similarly, 

the vertex-terminus· incidence matrix forB (V,Y-matrix) is 
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the inoidence matrix between the vertices and the terminal 

Our first characterization of circular-arc digraphs uses 

these incidence matrices. Its proof is analogous to the 

proof of the corresponding characterization of interval 

digraphs (sec.2.3), but we include it here for completeness. 

Theor-em 4 .. 2. A dieraph DCV.E.) is a ci.rcul.a.r arc -dieraph iff 

t.here is a numberin.e of the GBS, s in some couerine B of D 

such that the on.es ?2n rows appear on a eye ~e jor both the 

V,X-matrix and V,Y-matrix of D. 

Proof·. For sufficiency, consider such a B whose union is D, 

and let (Xk, Yk) be a common numbering of the columns of the 

V,X- and V,Y-matrices that exhibits the circular ones 

property for both. Assign S = [a , b J 
" v v 

and T 
v = 

where av J bv, cv' dv are defined by VEJ\ if and only if 

:S b (circularly) and v e ylc if and only if c :S v " 
(circularly). Then s,.~n T ;a! 

v (~ if and only if u E~ 

Yk for some k. 

[c ,d ], 
v v 

a :S k v 

k ::; d v 

and v e 

For necessity, consider a representation of D by a family 

{ ( S • T ) } of ordered pairs of arcs. We may assume they are 
v v 

closed and have endpoints indexed circularly by integers, 

with S =[a ,b ] and T =[c ,d ]. For each integer k belonging 
v v v v v v 
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to any of these intervals,. ·define a GBS Bk = . ( ]\, Yk) of the 

intersection digraph of the interval pairs, by setting xk = 
-{ v : k e S } and Yk = J v : k e T l. 'fhen S n T ~ ,;.. if and v 1 vf u v 't' 

only if u e ~ and v e Yk for some k, so the intersection 

digraph of the interval pairs is in fact the union of the 

specified GBS '. s. Furthermore, by construction the resulting 

V, X- and V, Y- matrices have the simul tan eo us circular ones 

property for roltlS. • 

4~3. Adjacency matrix characterizations 

In order to phrase our adjacency matrix characterization for 

interval digraphs in a fashion useful for circular-arc 

digraphs, we prove the following lemma. 

Lemrna 4. 1 • The part it ionabl.e taero.s property is equi·va7..ent 

to the eer?era l. i zed l. i near ones property. 

Proof. The generalized linear ones property implies the 

partitionable zeros property by changing each 0 in the upper 

part of the stair partition to R and each 0 in the lower 

part to C. For the converse, consider an assignment of all 

R's and C's to O's that exhibits the partitionable zeros 

property. Note that no C appears . above. an R, and no R 

appears to the_ left of "a C. Therefore·, if we let U' consist 

of all R's and positions above them and L' consist of all 
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C' s and positions ·to their left, then U' and L' are disjoint 

and can be extended a.rbi trarily to a stair-partition 0, L 

with U' s U and L' s L t.hat demonstrates the generalized 

linear ones property. •· 

il the rows and coium.ns of its adjacency matrix can be 

permuted independent l.y so that the r-es'ltl tine m.atr1~x has the 

eeneral. ized 1.1~near ones pr-operty. 

Theo:t·em 2. 5 of chapter- I I states that D is an 

interval digraph if and only if the rows and columns of its 

adjacency matrix can be permuted independently so that the 

resulting matrix has the partitionable zeros property. • 

We note that we could very well prove the above theorem of 

characterization of interval digraphs starting from _scratch 

in a very similar manner to the proof given in chapter -II 

for characterization of interval digraphs in terms of 

intersection of Ferrers digraphs. As we will see, the proof 

of our characterization of circular -arc digraphs will also 

prove Theorem 4. 3 directly, so that we need not depend on 

the proof in Chapter- I I, and indeed it provides a shorter 

proof than that of ·the characterization of interval digraphs 

in terms of t,he parti tionable zeros prope1:.·ty. We proceed now 
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to the rnain·result. 

The.o:rem 4 .. 4. A dieraph D is a circ'l.tl.ar-arc dirgraph if and 

onl.y 1:/ the rows and col.v.mns of ·its adfacency matrix can be 

perm:uted independent iy so that the resul. tine natrix has the 

eenera!ized circu~ar ones property 

Proof. 

Necessity. Suppose D has a circular-arc representation 

J S T l with S = [a ( v) , b ( v) ] and T = [ c ( v) , d ( v) ] , where 
l v' vr• " v 

a(v), b(v), c(v), d(v) e [0, 1) and arcs extend clockwise from 

their initial point to their final point. Label the rows and 

columns of A(D) in increasing order of a(v) 's and c(v) 's 

respectively, with ties broken. arbitrarily. Let these two 

orderings be u
1

, .•. , un and vi, ... , vn · respect.ively. Cover D 

by two subdigraphs H= 
:1 

and H = 
2: 

edges by 

uv e Ei if and only if c(v) e [a(u),b(u)] 

uv e E
2 

if and only if a(u) e (c(v),d(v)] 

assigning 

Note that uv e H ... u H..,. if and only if S n T ;;z! 1>, so D = H lJ 
"' "" 1..1 V. !l 

H
2

• 'rhey need not be disjoint,; uv e H
1
n H

2 
if and only if 

S u T is the entire circle. It suffices to obtain a u v 

stair-partition such that the ones corresponding to H:t 

belong to U, and tho.se corresponding to H
2 

belong to L. and 

the partition exhibits the generalized circular ones 

property. 

We construct such a partition from the orderings of u and v. 
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We may assume a(u~) = 0, by shifting the origin, if 

necessary. Let a = c . = 1, 
n+i n+:1 

and otherwise a. = 
1.. 

a(u.) and c. = c(v.). Partition the indices into disjoint 
1.. J . J 

classes C
1

, ••• ,Cn of consecutive indices such that Cr = ~j : 

a ~ c. 
r l < a }. 

r+1 
Similarly, partition the indices into 

disjoint consecutive classes A
0

, ••• ·,An such that A
9 

= { i ; 

C
9 

s at < cs+:t. }. By construction, le A
0

, but otherwise Ar or 

C may be empty. 
s 

Define a stair-partition of A by putting position i ,J in U 

if i E A J' """ C with .i r' · - s - :::-.: i, otherwise position i ,J is in 

L. To verify that t.his stair-partition of A establishes the 

generalized circular ones property, su~pose A. = 1 with t E 
. 1..J 

A,JeC. 
r s 

If u.v. e E(H
1
), then S extends clockwise from 

1.. J U, . 
. 1.. 

a. as far as c. (it. may pass 0). This means S contains 
1.. J l.l 

i. 

cJ., for j' < j in C and if s ~ r, fo.r· all j' e C u 
s s-1 

c u ... u c ' s-2 r 
circularly. Similarly, if u.v. e E(H,), 

'l J .r.. 

T extends clockwise from c. as far as a. (it may pass 
v J I. 

j 

This means T contain ai., for i I < i in A and if r ~ 
V, r 
. J 

for all i' E c u c u • 11 .tJ cs-:t' circularly. 
r-:1 r-:2 

particular, A., . = 1 for these 1~ •. 
r. J 

then 

0). 

s-1 -· 
In 

Suf'f'iciency. Suppose t,hat A(D) (appropriately permuted) has 

a stair-partition U, L with t,he generalized tJi.rcular ones 
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property. By a circular shift of the rows, if necessary, we 

may assume { 1, 1) e U. Let ~, ... , u1, and V-t, ••• , Vn be 

numberings of the vertices according to the rows and columns 

of A. We will construct a circular-arc representation of D 

by reversing the procedure above. First, we define 

define· bll., ... ,bn from the ones in the rows of A and 

d:t., ..• , dn from the ones in the columns of A. 

The positions in the ·two parts of a stai.r-:Parti tion are 

separated by a polygonal path from the upper left corner to 

lower right corner that takes 2n steps, crossing n rows and 

n columns. Having assumed that position 1, 1 is in U, ·the 

first step crosses t•ow l. The sequence of rows and columns 

crossed defines a natural ordering on {a;.;~ u ~c). Define a;_ 

or cj to be the value of its index in this ordering; note a
1 

= 1. 

These values run from 1 to 2n. We will also assign { b;_} 1.) 

~d) from these values and then put s = [ ( a· -1 ) jzn , 
'-'. . L 

L 

( bl -:1 ) /2n] and T = [ { C. -,s. ) /2n , ( d. -t ) /2n] to obtain a, 
V, J J 

,I 

circular arcs in [0,1). To define b., consider row i of A. 
1. 

If the leftmost position in row i in U is zero, set b. = a .. 
1. L 

Otherwise, the ones in row i extend circularly rightward 

until some colwnn j. just befol.'e hitting the first zero. In 

this case, se·t. · b. = c.. Similarly, in order to define d_,·, 
'- J ... 
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consider column J of A. If the highest position in column J 

in L is zero, set d. = c .. Otherwise, the ones in column j 
J J 

extend circularly dowmvard until some row i. just before 

hitting the first zero. In this case, set d. = a .. 
J \. 

We claim that ~ S ~ and i 
U, 

T } give a circular-arc 
v. 

\. J 

representation of D. This is true if A.. = 1 if and only if 
t.J 

C. E [a., b. J or a. E [c., d.]. If c. E [ai' bi_], then c. ¢ ai.. 
J \. \. f.. J J ' J J 

implies b. ;ze a. Therefore, there are ones in row i of u, 
\. \. 

and cj e [ai., b;) implie~ the ones extend circularly to the 

right as far as column j. Hence A.. = 1. By similar 
\.J 

reasoning a. e [c.,d.] also implies A. = 1. 
\. J J LJ 

If S n T = ¢, fi.t•st suppose a. < c.. This means that row 
I.J V, \. J · 

i. J 

i. is crossed before column J by the separating path in the 

stair-partition, so (i,j)e U. Also a.<c. and 
1.. J 

s 
u. 

1.. 

r'l T 
v. 

J 
= 4> 

imply b. < c., which means the ones in ro~v i do not extend 
. \. J 

far enough circularly rightward to reach column J . Also, a. 
\. 

te [c., d.] means the ones in column j do not extend far 
J J 

enough circularly downward to reach row i. Since A has the 

generalized circular ones property, this implies A. . = 0 . 
' l..J 

When a. > c.' in which case ( i ,j) E L, similar reasoning 
1.. J 

also implies A..= 0. • 
I..J 
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Note that t.he sufficient argument above in fact is a short 

proof that if A(D) has the generalized linear ones property, 

then D is an interval digraph. Thus the lengthy proof of 

Theorem 2.5 involving topological orderings to construct an 

interval representation of a digraph whose adjacency matrix 

has the parti tionable zeros property can be replaced to 

obtain a short proof of the following- characterization. 

Theorem 4 .. 5.. . The following are equivalent 

(A) D is an inter?..>al. dieraph. 

(B) The adjacency matrix A(D) b.as independent row and col.um.n 

perm:ut.ations that exhibit the po.rtitionable -zeros 

property. 

(C) The adjacency matrix A(D) has independent row and col.v.mn. 

perm.uta.t ions that exhibi. t the een.eral. i-eed 2. ?~near ones 

property. 

Proo:f. (A) implies (B) using row and column orderings 

constructed as in the preceding proof. Indeed, the method of 

proof of Theorem 4. 4 shows ·that (A) and (C) are equivalent, 

and Lermna 4, l is ·the equivalence of (B) and (C) . II 

To illust1:ate we consider the following two examples - one 

for interval representation and the other for circular-arc 

representation, 
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Example 4. a. Consider the digraph D(V,E) whose adjacency 

matrix after a rearrangement is 

vi 
v2 
vg 

v4 

v!i> 

v<S 
v7 
ve 

v9 

v1o 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 1 

1 1 l 
1 1 

1 1 

0 1 

0 1 

0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

v:iO v 6 

1 1 0 

1 1 0 

1 1 0 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 I 1 

1 1 0 

0 1 0 

0 1 0 

0 1 0 

A(D) 

l 

v 
7 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

l 1 1 

1 0 

0 1 

For the given stair S of the rearranged matrix, the two 

digraphs H
1 

and H
2 

are given by 
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vi VB vs v9 vtovd v., v2 v., v!i vi VB va v9 viov<> v., 

vi 1 1 1 v1 

v2 v2 1 1 1 

va va 1 1 

v., v<~. 1 1 

v'5 1 v5 1 

vc; v6 1 

v7 v7 1 

VB 1 1 VB 

vr> 0 v'l> 1 0 1 

vto ·' 1 ..... 1 0 0 
1.0 

Hi H2 

The linear ordering of 1 ai. t U { ci. } is as follows: 

a1c:f. c 
B cs a2 c9 as a4 ~ c 

10 ac;: c('i a._, c.,. c2 a a 04 a~ a :to c5 
1 z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 H 12. 13 14 !5 J.6 17 :2'8 19 '20 

The values of b.'s and d.'s are equal to one or other of 
t 1,. 

a.' s·' or c.'s. To find, 
J .) 

say d
9

, consider the colLunn 4 in H
2 

that corresponds to the vertex v
9

. Since for this column the 

first zero appears just after the row 7 corresponding to the 

· ver-tex v , so d = a 
. 7 9 7' 

To determine d
6 

(say) consider the column 6 in H
2

. 

corresponding to the vertex v
6

• Since the highest position 

in L for this column is 0, so d
6 

= c
6

• 

The values of a. b. c. d. thus obtained are given in the 
1. 1. l '-

following table: 
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i 1 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 8 9 10 

a. 1 5 7 8 9 11 13 1G 18 19 
'· 

b. 10 10 10 14 20 14 13 20 18 20 
L 

C. 2 15 4 17 20 12 14 3 6 10 
'· 

d. 5 19 13 18 20 12 18 8 13 19 
I. 

Accordingly, the interval representations for D are given 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

S. [1,10] [5,10] [7,10] [8,14] [9,20] [11,14] [13] 
t. 

T. [2,5] [15,19] [4,13] [17,18] [20] [12] [14,18] 
I. 

cont nd. 

i. 8 9 10 

S. [16,20] [18] [19,20] 
L 

T. [3,8] [6,13] [10,19] 
I. 

Example 4.3. Consider the adjacency matrix alongwith the 

stair given by 

v1.. 

v2 
vs 

v4 
v'S 

VCi 

v? 
ve 
v 

9 

v 
:f.O 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1' 1 1 

1 1 .1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

0 1 1 

.o 1 1 

0 1 1 

1 1 1 

0 0 0 

1 1 1 

1 0 0 1 0 1 

1 0 0 1 0 1 

1 0 0 0 0 1 

1 1 1 0 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 0 1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 1 1 

1 0 1 1 1 0 

0 0 0 1 0 1 
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For ·the stair drawn as above the two digraphs H
1 

and H
2 

are 

respectively given by 

1 1 1 1 1 vt vi 

1 1 v2 v2 1 1 1 

1 . V 9 Vg 1 1 1 

1 1 1 v4 v4 1 1 1 

1 1 .. 1 ~ 1 1 .L J. 1 1 v~ v5 

1 v 6 v.:; 1 1 1 0 

0 
·. 

1 1 1 v
7 

v
7 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 va ve 1 1 1 1 

0 v~ v9 
1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 vto v1o 
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b.' 5 and d.' 5 are equal to one or other of a.'s or c. '5. To 
!.. . 1.. J . J 

find, say b
4

, consider row 4 in H
1 

that corresponds to the 

vertex v . Since for this row, the first zero appears just . 4 

after the coluntn 7 corresponding to vertex v
7

, so b
4 

= c
7

• 

To determine b
7 

(say), consider row 7 in Hi corresponding to 

the vertex v
7

• Since the left-most position in U for this 

row is 0, so b7 = ~· 

The hour-markers of a. b. c. d. on the 20-hour clock thus 
1.. L L t . 

obtained are given in the following table: 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

a. 1 5 7 8 9 12 13 16 18 19 
l 

b . 10 10 10 14 2 14 13 10 18 6 ... 

c. 2 3 4 6 10 11 14 15 17 20 
l 

d. 5 8 16 16 18 11 18 5 18 9 
l. 

So the ·circular -arc representation of D is 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

S. [1,10] [5,10] [7,10] [8,14] [9,2] [12,14] [13] 
l. 

T. [2,5] [3,8] [4,16] [6,16] [10,18] [11] [14,18] 
l. 

cont. 

i 8 9 10 

S. [16,10] [18] [19,6] 
!. 

T. [15,5] [17,18] [20,9] 
l. 
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4.4. Circular-arc digraphs and Ferrers dimensionD 

In chapter - I I, we considered the relationship between 

interval digraphs and Ferrers digraphs. In the terminology 

we have been using in this thesis, a Ferrers digraph is a 

digraph whose adjacency matrix has independent row and 

column permutations - such that the resulting matrix has a 

stair partition (L, U) in which L consists entirely of 1' s 

and U consists entirely of O's. Equivalently, the successor 

sets are linearly ordered by inclusion,. as are the 

predecessor sets. Equivalently, the adjacency matrix has no 

2X2 submatrix that is a permutation matrix. 

The Ferrers dimension of a digraph D is the minimum number 

of Ferrers digraphs whose intersection is D. By the last 

characterization above, Ferrers dimension of D equaling k is 

equivalent to being able to k-colour the O's of A(D) so that 

the O's in any 2X2 permutation submatrix get different 

colours. The edges missing from the ith Ferrers digraph then 

correspond to the positions with the ith colour. In general, 

let H(D) be t,he graph whose vertices correspond to the 0 

positions in A(D), with vertices adjacent when they are the 

0' s of a 2X2 permutation submatrix. Note that H (D) is 

invariant under row or column permutations of A(D), and 

Ferrers dimension of Dis ~(H(D). 
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The characterization of interval digraphs using t.he 

generalized linear ones property or partitionable zeros 

property implies that all interval 'digraphs have· Ferre.t·s 

dimension at most 2. However, there is no such bound for 

circular-arc digraphs, as we see next. 

Theorem 4. 6. There are n-vertex circuiar-arc dieraphs with 

Ferrers dimension n; i.e .• Ferrers dimension of circular-arc 

dieraphs is unbounded. 

Proof·.· Let D be an n-vertex digraph whose adjacency matrix A 

has exactly one 0 in each row and .column. The Ferrers 

dimension of D is n, because H(D) is the complete graph on n 

vertices (no pair of these positions can be omitted by a 

single Ferrers digraph used i:n a collectipn intersecting t.o 

form D). Nevertheless, A -has the ci:t·cular ones property for 

rows, · so Theorem 4. 1 implies that D is a circular-arc 

digraph having a representation in which each terminal set 

is represented by a single point. Indeed, with n distinct 

points for the terminal sets. the source set for v can be 

the entire circle excep·t the terminal point for its 

non-successor. • 

Given this result, it is natural to ask for the smallest 

Ferrers dimension of a digraph that is not a circular-arc 

digraph. The answer is 2, which follows readily from the 
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existence of digraphs of Fe.t·rers dimension 2 that are not 

interval digraphs and the next lemma. 

Lemma 4. 2. (3iven. a dieraph D. let D' be the dieraph 

obtained from. D by addine o: vertex 1.1,1 and a l.oop at w cno 

other edee incident to 1J):>. Then. D' is a circ·1.1.l.ar-a.rc di.rgraph 

i.f a.nd on.l.y ?~j D is an interval. diera.ph. 

Proof·. In a circular-arc representation of D' , Sw and Tw 

must intersect. Since neither is required to intersect 

another arc. we may ~rim them to assume St
4 = T • w Now no 

other arc can intersect either of these without generating 

an unwanted edge. This means D must be an interval dig·raph. 

Conversely, if D is an interval digraph, we can augment an 

interval representation by· adding intersecting Sw and T w in 

an unused portion of the line, so that. D' is also an 

interval digraph and hence a circular-arc digraph. • 

Example 4. 4. A di.eraph of Ferrers dimension c that is n.ot 

a circular-arc di.eraph. 

In chapter - I I, we proved that Ferrers dimension 2 is 

equivalent to the existence of independen·t row and column 

permutations of the adjacency matrix so that the resulting 
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matrix has no 0 with a 1 both below it and to its right. Let 

· D be the digraph with the adjacency matrix A(D) on the left 

below. It has Ferrers dimension 2, but we showed that 

[Sec.2.] ·it is not an interval digraph. 

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 ·1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 b 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

Note that although D itself is not an interval digraph, it 

is a circular-arc digraph. On the right above, we have 

written the rows of the adjacency matrix in the order 3261457 

and the .·column in the order 3216457. There are several 

stair partitions that exhibit the generalized circular ones 

property for this matrix; the simplest to describe puts the 

top four rows in U and the bottom three in L. Then the sets 

W
5 

and W
6 

bend around to absorb the 1' s on the top that do 

not belong to the left-justified sets of l's. By the Theorem 

4.4~ D is a circular-arc digraph. There does not seem to be 

a simultaneous ro'l'; and column permutation allowing a 

suitable stair partition. 
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If we add a row at the top and a column at the left, 

consisting of all 0' s except for a 1 in the upper left 

corner to the matrix A( D), then we obtain the adjacency 

matrix of the digraph D' obtained by adding a single vertex 

with a loop. The matrix illustrates that D' has Fe.rrers 

dimension 2, but by lemma 4. 2 it is not a circular-arc 

digraph. Although the digraph D' is not a circular-arc 

digraph, its complement is a ci:r.·cular-arc digraph. More 

generally, we have 

Theorem 4, 7. The com.p~em.ent .of ct?"!.Y dieraph ?.L,i t.h Ferrers 

dimension at most 2 is a circuiar-arc dieraph. 

Proof'. Begin with a Ferrers digraph D of dimension at most 

2. Permute ·the rows and columns of its adjacency matrix so 

that no 0 has a 1 both below and to its right. •rake the 

complement and reverse the order of the rows and the order 

of the columns. In the new matrix, no one has a 0 both above 

and to its left. let (L,U) be the stair partition of this 

matrix in'which U is the entire matrix. If a 1 in position 

i ,j has no 0 to its left (or above it), then this position 

belongs to V. {or W.), where V. and W. are defined for (L,U) 
t. J 1.. J 

as before. Hence (L, U) exhibits the generalized circular 

ones property for this matrix A(ti), and fi is a circular-arc 

digraph. • 
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Although the complement of any Ferrers digraph is a Ferrers 

digraph, the digraphs of Ferrers dimension 2 a.re not closed 

under complementation. For example, the digraph consisting-

of a loop at each vertex or any union of disjoint cycles has 

a permutation matrix as its adjacency matrix and is 

intersection on two Ferrers digraphs, but its complement is 

not. Indeed, its complement digraph D has- H(D) = K , so D 
n 

has Ferrers dimension n and is not an interval digraph. 

The fact that a trivial stair partition suffices to Prove 

Theorem 4. 7 suggests that some stronger results may hold. 

Nevertheless, beyond Ferrers dimension 2, nothing can be 

guaranteed, as we show next. 

Example 4. 5. The two complementary digraphs on four 

ver·t.ices whose adjacency matrices appear below both have 

Ferrers dimension 3.- but neither is a circular-arc digraph. 

D:t = 1 1 0 ] 0 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 

For each of these digraphs, H{Di) contains a triangle but is 

easy to 3-colour. We use ad hoc arguments to show they are 
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not circular-arc digraphs. Let {x,y,z,w} to denote the 

vertices in row and column order, and suppose there is a 

circular-arc represen-tation. 

and T must 
"' 

in·t.ersect, but since neither is 

required to . intersect another arc, we may trim them to 

assume S ::: T . Now no other arc can intersect ei the1.· of 
"' '" 

these without generating an unwanted edge. This means D:t. is 

a circular-arc digraph if. and only if D:f.-. w is an interval 

digraph. As noted above D
1 

is not an interval digraph. 

For D
2

, ·the intervals Sv and T"" must be disjoint. However, 

for i e{x,y, z} Si. and Ti. intersect; select a point a. e 
1. 

S.nT. from ·their intersection. ·We also know that S. meets T 
1. 1. 1. "' 

and T. meets S . Thus S. U T. is an interval meeting both S 
'1.. \,/ 1. t. '" 

and T , and it must cover a gap between them. There are only v . 

two such gaps. Assume by symmetry that SxU Tx and SYU TY 

cover one gap between S and T . In moving from S to T 
"' "' v w 

along this gap, we may assume by symmetry that we reach a 
X 

at least as· early as a . Since T must meet S and S must y y 'In' X 

meet T , this means that S and T both contain the arc from· 
. V X . y 

a to a , introducing the forbidden edge xy. • 
X y 

Although Example 4. 4 and Theorem 4 . 7 show that the 

complement of a circular-arc digraph need not - be a 
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circular-arc digraph, we can make the following weaker 

remark ; 

If H~ and H
2 

are the subdigraphs of D generated by a stair

partition of A(D) ·yi~lding a circular-arc representation of 

D, i.e., D = H
1
U H

2 
as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, then the 

. 
union of the . complements of H

1 
and H

2 
is a circular-arc 

digraph. The appropriate stair-partition can be obtained by 

reversing the order of the rows and columns in A(D) and 

rotating the stair-partition by n. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this thesis, an attempt has been made to provide an 

analogous translation of the notion of intersec:tion graphs 

to directed graphs. vlhile we have restricted ourselves 

mainly to two kinds of digraphs, interval digraphs and 

circular-arc digraphs and their characterizations, it is 

hoped that the theory of intersect,ion digraphs will in 

future come up with other ramifications. It may also so 

happen that the attempt will fail at a certain stage. Then 

the query will shift to finding the factors behind the 

impediments that. differentiates a dig-raph from an undirected 

graph. It is also hoped that the subject apart from being of 

theoretical interest, would widen the scope of its 

application to other disciplines. 

Leaving aside a host of relat;ed problems, we ment.ion below 

only a few which arise irrmtediately from our work and on 

which further research may be carried out in future. 

1 . In ·chapter - II) we obtained some characterizations of 

an interval digraphs in terms of cert.ain asspciated 

matrices. The problem remains to find out a 

characteri2:ation of an interval digraph in terms of 

diasteroidal triple along ·the line of the work by 
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Lekkerkerker and Boland [1962] for interval graphs and 

by Prisner [1989] for int,erval catch digraphs. 

2. In chapter - III, we introduced the notion of interior 

edges with reference to a decomposition of a digraph 

into two Ferrers digraphs and obtained a necessary but 

not sufficient condition for the digraph of Iferrers 

dimension 2 to be an interval digraph. So the problem 

of characterizing an interval digraph · in terms of 

interior edges still remains open. 

3. The 11atu:t·al complexity question arising is : Given a 

4. 

digraph, what is the complexity of testing whether it is 

an interval digraph or not, ? 

A complete list of forbidden submatrices of the 

adjacency matrix of an interval digraph may be obtained. 

A special feature for directed graphs· is that if a 
I 

digraph is not found to be an interval digraph then 

other non-interval · digraphs can be obtained by a 

permutation of the row:s or colunms only. So the interest 

in this case shifts to finding the forbidden submatrices 

rather, than finding the forbidden subg:t•aphs as in the 

case of interval graphs. 
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5. In chapt,er IV, we have studied the problem of 

characterizations of circular-arc digraphs. Similarly to 

the problems of interval digraphs, the forbidden 

submatrices and the complexity question are the two 

important .unexplored area of study for circular-arc 

digraphs. 

6. While some work has been done on proper interval 

digraphs (Sen and Sanyal [1989]) it is hoped this area 

as in the case of proper interval digraphs may find its 

application to utility theory. 

7. One may try to define boxici ty, cubicit,y and other 

higher dimensional analogues for directed g.raphs. This 

ir.tter-related area is still to be explored and 

interesting results may be obtained. 
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